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Abstract

Experts responsible for the safety evaluation of unique masonry heritage structures usually need to weigh in-
formation from various diagnosis activities before deciding the best course of action for preservation. Typical
sources of valuable information are historical and in-situ surveys and inspections, minor and non-destructive
testing, structural health monitoring, and structural analysis, among others. Due to the complexity of the
problem and singular aspects of monuments, these decisions are challenging and often made solely on the
basis of expert judgement. A systematic risk assessment procedure is proposed involving the computation
of two indices to facilitate the decision-making process: an index related to the estimated risk of damage,
and another to the uncertainty behind this estimation. Results from applying the procedure to several case
studies are provided to demonstrate its usefulness.
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1. Introduction1

Recent years have been marked by significant advances in analysis, inspection, testing, and monitoring2

techniques applied to the diagnosis of masonry heritage structures. Most of these developments are moti-3

vated by the fact that an accurate evaluation of the current structural condition is critical to ensure the4

survival of such structures. Despite these advances, the diagnosis of unique monuments still remains a chal-5

lenging task. This is mainly due to the large number of uncertainties linked to the geometry of the structure,6

to the interaction among different parts, as well as to the mechanical, physical and chemical properties of7

the material. To add to this complexity, the need to protect heritage value often prevents the extraction of8

a comprehensive set of samples to characterise the material. Modern standards for new structures conserva-9

tively account for such uncertainties, related to the structural scheme or to material characteristics, through10

the application of safety factors. Although this approach is adequate for new structures, where safety can11

be increased with modest increases in member size, it cannot be applied to heritage structures because re-12

quirements to improve capacity can lead to the loss of historic fabric or to changes in the original structural13

conception. Consequently, the principle of minimum intervention is preferred for heritage structures [1].14

This requires adopting a flexible and broad approach in order to be able to relate the remedial measures15

more clearly to the actual structural behaviour. In other words, faced with the impossibility of adopting16

a conservative approach, the diagnosis task is crucial, because the actual structural behaviour needs to be17

well understood to design appropriate remedial measures, if any.18

19

As a result, the decision making task on remedial measures becomes particularly difficult, since the20

very nature of the problem entails the need for an accurate diagnosis in the face of strict limitations on21

specimen extraction for testing. As a consequence of this challenge, there is a growing body of literature22

Abbreviations: SIEA, Standardised Initial Expert Appraisal; LoK, Level of Knowledge; DR, Damage Risk; DV, Damage
Vulnerability.
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that has examined and evaluated the application of new technologies, minor destructive tests (MDT), and23

non-destructive testing (NDT) to facilitate the diagnosis of heritage structures. Such techniques can now be24

applied to provide information on a wide variety of aspects that are key to an accurate diagnosis. Applica-25

tions exist to obtain more accurate representations of the geometry and damage [2–8], to estimate material26

properties [9–17], to characterise material quality and variability [17–22], to evaluate actual loading and27

boundary conditions [17, 23–26], and even to monitor the structural response [27–35]. Similarly, there is a28

considerable amount of literature on numerical modelling [36–47] and other structural analysis tools [48–52]29

that can be used to provide vital information for diagnosis and for accurately assessing the damage vulnera-30

bility of masonry heritage structures. As a result, depending on cost limitations and on the complexity of the31

heritage structure, an expert responsible for structural diagnosis can nowadays choose from a wide variety32

of tools to inform decisions on further investigations or interventions. Subsequently, relevant information33

and results from all selected diagnosis activities should be used to assess the vulnerability of the structure.34

35

Before making any recommendations on interventions or further investigation, experts also have to take36

into consideration other risk components not directly related to the vulnerability of the structure to damage.37

These include factors related to the exposure level, such as the cultural value associated to the structure, or38

to the hazard level, such as the probability of occurrence of a high intensity catastrophic event. This results39

in a complex decision problem involving multiple divergent criteria. Decisions requiring such assessment40

can often benefit from improved objectivity and transparency through the application of formal decision41

analysis and multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) techniques [53–56].42

43

In fact, there are several examples in literature of applications of MCDM techniques for general vulner-44

ability or risk assessment to facilitate decisions on preventive conservation at the urban or territorial scale45

[57–61]. Although these proposed MCDM tools all differ in terms of the specific criteria they employ, they46

all share some common points. Firstly, they are all indicator-based and rely on one of the simplest and most47

widely used MCDM techniques known as Simple Additive Weighting (SAW). This technique consists in the48

addition of normalised criteria scores weighted by corresponding relevance factors defined in a previous step.49

The popularity of this technique stems from its very simple and transparent calculation procedure and from50

the fact that it is very intuitive for decision makers. Naturally, this simplicity comes at the price of strong51

assumptions on the decision problem that need to be considered carefully. The additive value model behind52

SAW means that attributes are assumed to be preferentially independent. This means that preference re-53

garding the value of one attribute is not influenced by the values of other attributes at the same hierarchy54

level of the decision problem [62, 63]. In addition, SAW can only deal with maximising positive defined55

criteria, meaning that any minimising criteria need to be properly converted to maximising ones [55, 56]. In56

spite of these limitations, successful applications of the technique for prioritisation of preventive conservation57

at the territorial level is a clear indicator that it can be adapted to provide meaningful insights for decisions58

on heritage structures. Some authors have even attempted to complement their proposed index representing59

global damage risks with a decay model to predict the service life and the evolution of maintenance costs60

over time [58].61

62

With respect to masonry structures, although there are some examples of MCDM applications for the63

assessment of general damage vulnerability at a territorial scale, applications that have had the greatest64

success in terms of widespread use in practice specifically involve the evaluation of seismic vulnerability.65

This is a direct consequence of the increase in losses caused by natural catastrophes in the last few decades66

and the subsequent need to asses and prioritise vulnerability among large stocks of existing buildings in67

earthquake-prone regions. In one of the earliest applications of MCDM techniques to this problem, the seis-68

mic vulnerability is expressed through a Vulnerability Index computed from 10 key attributes using SAW69

[64]. The choice of the specific attributes as well as the index formulation were based on a vast set of post-70

earthquake damage observations together with expert judgements. This method and adaptations of it have71

been applied extensively in Italy in the past few decades [65]. The method was also combined with another72

one known as the Macroseismic Method [66] for the seismic vulnerability assessment of masonry structures73

in a historical city centre in Portugal [67]. Based on available data, changes were made to attributes and74

weights of the index developed for use in Italy. This hybrid method has in turn been further modified for75

the seismic vulnerability assessment of vernacular architecture [68]. Such methods have also been adapted76

and applied to other historical city centres [69, 70]. Nowadays, results from such applications are even used77

in broader risk assessment frameworks to estimate losses in future earthquakes, to compare the impact on78

estimated loss of possible retrofitting solutions, and to plan emergency response [65, 71].79
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80

The research work on seismic evaluation leading to the development of some of the methods presented in81

the previous paragraph has greatly improved scientific and technical knowledge on the seismic performance82

of masonry heritage structures. In fact, much of this work has been built upon to elaborate the Italian83

“Guidelines for evaluation and mitigation of seismic risk to cultural heritage” [72, 73], which was formally84

adopted in 2011. The Guidelines introduce three evaluation levels whose application depends on the seis-85

mic safety analysis needs. The simplest evaluation level relies on computing a Seismic Safety Index based86

on qualitative information and very simplified mechanical models, the second relies on kinematic analyses87

of individual macro elements, and the third involves the global evaluation of the seismic response of the88

building. The simplest evaluation level is deemed as only being sufficient for evaluating the vulnerability of89

cultural heritage on a territorial scale. However, even for the case of designing strengthening interventions,90

it is still specified that the Seismic Safety Index can be “an important quantitative element to consider91

along with others in a complex qualitative judgement that takes into consideration conservation criteria,92

the desire to protect the building from seismic damage, and safety requirements in relation to fruition and93

function”. The guidelines developed as part of the PERPETUATE European research project [74] clearly94

aims to address this required complex qualitative judgement for seismic safety assessment through improved95

systematisation. The guidelines propose a methodological path which can be broadly summarised in three96

steps. The first is mainly concerned with the classification of assets, the characterisation of seismic hazard,97

and the definition of target performance levels. The second step involves finalizing structural models for98

seismic analysis and performing verifications while the final step deals specifically with making rehabilitation99

decisions.100

101

In many natural-hazard-prone areas, the assessment of seismic risk alone might not be sufficient for the102

prioritisation of disaster risk reduction and resilience-enhancing strategies. To address this, some researchers103

have recently proposed a multi-hazard risk prioritisation index for cultural heritage assets which was cali-104

brated and applied to 25 heritage buildings in the Philippines [75]. The computation of the index relies on105

data collected through a standard rapid-visual-survey form. Two separate risk prioritisation indices related106

to seismic and wind hazards are first computed. In this particular application [75], the multi-hazard risk pri-107

oritisation index was calculated as the Euclidian norm of the vector with single-hazard prioritisation indices108

as components. This means that the single-hazard risk indices need to have the same range of variation109

and that the multi-hazard risk index will be characterised by a different range. Nevertheless, the authors do110

mention that combination weights can be used instead of the Euclidean norm because the relative effect on111

the built environment of two different catastrophic events can change completely depending on the return112

period considered.113

114

It is clear that risk assessment of masonry heritage structures at the territorial level has benefited greatly115

from the application of MCDM methods. In addition, it is undeniable that good decisions in conservation116

require the availability of appropriate information. This is evidenced by the development of integrated in-117

formation systems based on well-defined concepts of preventive conservation to support risk management118

decisions for some UNESCO world heritage sites [76–78]. However, hardly any attempt has been made to119

apply decision analysis methods to assess the risk of structural damage in unique complex monuments. One120

of the main challenges to their application lies in the unique nature of each structure and the individual121

characteristics that shape their risk landscapes. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the assessment of122

the damage vulnerability of unique monuments can be informed by a wide variety of diagnosis activities123

including NDT and structural health monitoring (SHM). Naturally, it is currently unfeasible to carry out124

many of these activities when conducting vulnerability assessment at a territorial scale. Consequently, most125

of the aforementioned methods developed for risk and vulnerability assessment at the territorial scale rely126

solely on information that can be obtained from technical visual inspections and geometry surveys. There-127

fore, because vulnerability is a key component of risk [79], it can be expected that direct application of these128

methods for the risk assessment of a unique monument can only provide a very limited picture of the risk129

landscape that needs to be considered for decisions on preventive measures.130

131

As such, any comprehensive risk assessment process for unique monuments should consider information132

from all relevant diagnosis activities carried out. This only adds to the difficulty of applying standard decision133

analysis methods since the suitability of different activities and the relative importance of the information134

they provide for global damage vulnerability assessment can change depending on the specific characteris-135

tics of different structures. In fact, as a result of the large heterogeneity across the global masonry building136
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stock and the potential complexity of the diagnosis task, there have been very few attempts at developing137

systematic diagnosis decision support tools for masonry structures. Two notable tools have been developed138

which guide the user to possible causes of observed damage from visual inspections [80, 81]. Both can be139

considered as expert systems that rely on extensive damage databases together with the systematization of140

expert diagnostic knowledge through hierarchical decision trees. One of these methods, initially named Ma-141

sonry Damage Diagnostic System, was designed specifically for evaluating the possible causes of degradation142

in brick masonry structures [80], and could even incorporate laboratory results to refine the diagnosis. One143

of the aims behind this inclusion was to prove the interest of different analysis types and to stimulate the144

use of proper diagnosis activities. Applications of this expert system have produced very satisfactory results145

and revealed that the increase of systematisation in the diagnosis process forces users to think through the146

problem and facilitates the collection of information from different partners and experts in a structured way147

[80]. This diagnostic system was later expanded to include more materials, like plasters and natural stone148

[82], and eventually developed into an online tool called Monument Diagnosis and Conservation System149

[83, 84]. Although these expert systems can help in the identification of specific damage causes, they cannot150

take into consideration information from structural analysis, SHM, or NDT. Moreover, the diagnosis task151

they address is only a preliminary task before safety and subsequent vulnerability assessment.152

153

Given the unique characteristics of individual monuments, any systematic application of MCDM tech-154

niques to assist decision-making on preventive conservation should be able to account for the fact that155

outcomes from various diagnosis activities will have a different impact on vulnerability assessment depend-156

ing on specific conditions of each structure. It is also important to note that any assessment of safety can157

be seriously affected by the uncertainty attached to the data, laws, models, and assumptions used in the158

research [1]. The recognition of uncertainty allows decision-makers to assess the limitations of available159

information and to take the best decision with respect to resource allocation for risk mitigation. There-160

fore, in order to make better decisions, it is important to include information on the level of uncertainty161

in the assessment and decision-making process [76]. For the case of masonry heritage structures, detailed162

investigations including NDT and SHM can greatly help to reduce the uncertainty of conclusions derived163

from structural analysis and subsequent vulnerability assessment. In fact, this has been recognised in the164

aforementioned Italian and PERPETUATE guidelines [73, 74]. In both cases, different confidence factors165

are applied to specific parameters of the models used to inform seismic vulnerability assessment based on166

the extent and depth of surveys performed to improve the level of knowledge on the structural condition.167

168

The current research work aims to develop specific MCDM tools that can be applied to unique masonry169

heritage structures to assist experts and professionals in the evaluation of damage risk. The tools are in-170

tended to improve objectivity, clarity and transparency in the decision process leading to resource allocation171

for risk mitigation. Specifically, two indices are proposed that can be used to gauge the level of knowledge172

on the actual structural condition and the associated damage risks. The input data for computing both173

indices is derived from answers to standard questions that need to be completed by the person responsible174

for structural diagnosis. Questions used to feed the indices include essential and optional ones. Essential175

questions need to be answered following the initial history, geometry, and damage survey. Since optional176

questions relate to the outcome of specific diagnosis activities, they can only be answered if these are carried177

out. Both indices are computed using SAW based on specifically designed hierarchical trees of the criteria178

that influence the level of knowledge and the damage risk. A novel modification is proposed to allow the179

relative importance of information from different activities to change depending on ratings and rankings180

that have to be provided as answers to certain essential questions. It is important to note that the proposed181

indices are not meant to automate decisions or to substitute any specific structural safety verification, but182

rather to contribute to increased systematisation in the decision-making process and to ensure that all rel-183

evant information from complementary investigations are considered. As such, effective use of the MCDM184

tools requires that the answers to standard questions be provided by experts or by professionals with suf-185

ficient experience and knowledge on the structural diagnosis of masonry heritage. Naturally, for the index186

values to be meaningful and useful for decision-making, they have to be evaluated within the framework of187

a systematic risk assessment procedure based on well-defined scientific principles.188

189

A proposal for such a risk assessment procedure is first presented to provide a general understanding of190

the mechanisms used to compute and update index values. Subsequently, a brief description is given of the191

standard questions whose answers are the main input to both indices. The specific criteria and hierarchical192

structures of the level of knowledge and damage risk indices are then elaborated. Following this explanation,193
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one of the most useful outcomes for decision-making from applying the proposed risk assessment methodology194

is shown. This involves the automatic generation of a list of relevant diagnosis activities ordered according195

to their remaining possible contribution to the level of knowledge index. A decision grid with ranges of196

the proposed indices is then presented to demonstrate how the method can help to improve objectivity and197

clarity in the decision process. Finally, applications to four case-studies are presented before stating the198

main conclusions of the research.199

2. Risk assessment methodology200

In the context of this research, risk assessment refers to the identification, characterisation, and evalu-201

ation of the risk of structural damage occurring in a unique masonry heritage structure. The main aim of202

such a procedure is to determine the most suitable course of action for best preserving the structure. Given203

the particular characteristics of these structures and the need for minimum intervention, it is now widely204

accepted that the best form of therapy is a preventive conservation approach, whereby structural condition,205

risks, and threats are periodically monitored [1, 76, 78, 85, 86]. Within the proposed risk assessment frame-206

work, as previously mentioned, key indices are introduced to monitor the estimated level of risk and the207

level of knowledge on the structural condition. The proposed risk assessment methodology has thus been208

designed to allow these indices to be updated easily after any diagnosis activity or intervention is performed.209

210

As summarised in Fig. 1, the proposed methodology involves a standardised initial expert appraisal211

(SIEA) that needs to be completed by the professional responsible for structural risk assessment after an212

initial desk study and inspection have been carried out.213

Figure 1: Proposed general risk assessment methodology.
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Before the SIEA, all relevant available documents should be gathered and analysed to produce reliable214

information about the structural history of the building. In addition, an initial inspection should be carried215

out to identify the most important signs of decay and damage, to formulate initial hypotheses on potential216

active deterioration phenomena, and to decide whether there are immediate risks requiring urgent action.217

This inspection can also include measurements to obtain a general idea of key dimensions. The initial un-218

derstanding of the structure provided by these activities can then be used to give an appropriate direction219

to subsequent investigations.220

221

The SIEA has thus been designed in two parts. The first contains a standard set of questions requiring222

answers in the form of ratings that can be used to provide an initial understanding of the damage risk and223

the level of knowledge on the structural condition. The second part requires the expert to rank structural224

analysis goals and to rate the potential value of information that can be obtained from different research ac-225

tivities for assessing damage vulnerability. All rankings and ratings provided are then used to define weights226

among criteria and to compute initial values for two standard indices: the Level of Knowledge (LoK) index227

and the Damage Risk (DR) index. The actual components and structure of these two indices are described228

in detail in Sections 4 and 5.229

230

Once the initial values of the indices are evaluated, the expert has to make a decision on the best course231

of action to safeguard the cultural and historical value of the structure as a whole. Possible decision alterna-232

tives usually include performing further diagnosis activities for a more complete and reliable assessment of233

vulnerability, performing structural interventions based on the current level of knowledge, or implementing234

an improved maintenance programme. As such, answers to standard questions have to be given or updated235

after each diagnosis activity or intervention is performed in order to update the LoK and DR index values236

accordingly. A brief description of all standard questions included as part of the proposed methodology is237

given in Section 3, while a detailed explanation of how to update index values after performing different238

types of activities is given in Section 6. Of course, following risk assessment, the decision may be that239

no action is required. If this is the case, the values of the LoK and DR indices remain unchanged until a240

re-evaluation is deemed necessary.241

3. Standard questions for evaluating and updating indices242

This section provides a brief overview of all standard questions that can be used to evaluate and update243

the LoK and DR indices. These questions can be broadly categorised as essential or optional. Answers to244

essential questions are required to compute initial values of the indices and therefore need to be provided245

during the standardised initial expert appraisal (SIEA). Answers to optional questions provide relevant246

information for risk assessment from various diagnosis activities. As such, specific relevant questions only247

need to be answered after a particular diagnosis activity has been performed. It is important to note that248

all questions have been arranged according to the logical order for which it would be most convenient for249

the user to answer them, and not according to the structure of the LoK and DR indices.250

3.1. Essential questions251

The individual questions that need to be answered during the two parts of the SIEA are not listed here252

but can be found in Appendix A, together with explanations of the possible range of answers.253

3.1.1. Initial evaluation of level of knowledge and damage risk254

The first part of the SIEA consists of 11 questions that require answers in the form of ratings. As255

previously mentioned, these are used to compute the initial values of the LoK and DR indices. Some of256

these questions consist of more than one part. Specifically, answers from the 4 parts of question 1 are used257

to establish the level of knowledge in terms of historical information and documentation. Questions 2 and258

3 provide information on the level of knowledge in terms of geometry and damage mapping. Question 4259

is related to the assessment of material quality from visual inspections and consists of two parts: the first260

informs the LoK index while the second informs the DR index. The remaining questions in the first part261

of the SIEA are all used in the computation of the DR index. Question 5 provides information on the262

level of exposure in terms of cultural value and potential loss. Questions 6 and 7 provide information on263

the damage vulnerability linked respectively to poor maintenance and to the need for urgent action. The264

latter has been included to allow the vulnerability component of the DR index to take into consideration265

situations for which the maintenance of the current structural condition can clearly not be guaranteed, even266
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in the very short term, until immediate corrective action is undertaken. First and foremost, this includes267

situations in which (part of) a structural element is found to be in an evident precarious equilibrium state268

requiring immediate stabilisation.269

270

As stated in Section 2, the SIEA needs to be performed after an initial desk study and inspection.271

Typically, this means that at least some information on the history, on visible damage, and on the geometry272

will be available at this stage. Although the vulnerability assessment that can be performed solely on the273

basis of this information is limited, there exist expert systems that can help to better understand the possible274

causes of visible damage [81, 83, 84], and MCDM indices that aim to characterise damage vulnerability or275

risk on the basis of this information alone [57–59]. In fact, the detailed interpretation and analysis of visible276

damages is usually a very important component of any explanatory report produced by an expert as the277

result of a structural diagnosis task. In most cases, such analyses prove most useful for characterising278

the vulnerability to slowly evolving progressive collapse mechanisms since characterising the vulnerability279

to catastrophic events requires a better understanding of probable event intensities. It is important that280

insights obtained as a result of this type of analysis be considered when making risk mitigation decisions.281

As such, question 8 has been included in the first part of the SIEA so that relevant outcomes from such282

analyses of historical information, geometry, and damage is considered in the assessment of vulnerability to283

progressive collapse mechanisms. In fact, the output from certain proposed simplified assessment methods284

such as [59] can be directly transformed to the scale of the rating that has to be provided as an answer to285

this question.286

Questions 9 and 10 are related to earthquakes and other catastrophic events respectively. They both287

consist of two corresponding parts. The first part of each question deals with the hazard level and the288

second one with the vulnerability to these specific hazards. The reference peak ground acceleration with a289

10% probability of being exceeded in 50 years is used to define the seismic hazard. In order to establish a290

suitable rating for the hazard level linked to other catastrophic events, the expert performing risk assessment291

should refer to appropriate intensity measures based on probable events in the specific geographic location292

of the structure. Several simplified approaches for a first-level assessment of seismic vulnerability have been293

developed whose implementation only require some basic knowledge of the structure’s geometry, history,294

and visible damages [64, 67, 68]. The Seismic Safety Index proposed for the first evaluation level in the295

aforementioned Italian Guidelines [72, 73] can also be considered as such an approach. Within the proposed296

risk assessment methodology, results from the prior application of these simplified methods can be used297

to provide the required rating for the second part of question 9. Information about past performance to298

earthquakes and evidence on the structure in terms of damage can also be used to complement the result299

of some first-level evaluations and this should be considered by the expert when specifying this rating. If300

the vulnerability to other catastrophic events is deemed as being relevant for risk assessment (see Section301

3.1.2), the same type of information and evidence should be taken into consideration for answering the302

second part of question 10. For some specific catastrophic events, results from other specifically developed303

first assessment methods can also be used to inform this rating. For instance, the wind-risk prioritisation304

index proposed for some types of cultural heritage assets [75] can be adapted to be used for evaluating the305

vulnerability of other masonry heritage typologies to strong wind events.306

307

Finally, question 11 involves assessing the fire hazard. Although the evaluation of fire safety is in it-308

self a complex task which can involve different detailed levels of study, the potential impact of a fire on309

the structural integrity of a masonry heritage structure is considered through a single hazard rating in the310

proposed risk assessment methodology. The performance based approach for evaluating the fire safety of311

historic buildings proposed in [87] can be used to adequately inform the score assigned to this criteria. Of312

course, this rating should be updated if any measures are taken to improve fire safety (through compart-313

mentalization or by installing active fire suppression measures).314

315

In total, if no urgent action is deemed necessary, 19 ratings have to be provided during the first part316

of the SIEA. Of these, 7 ratings are used to inform the LoK index, 7 are used to inform the vulnerability317

component of the DR index, 2 are used to inform the exposure component of the DR index, and 3 are used318

to inform the hazard component of the DR index. If urgent action is deemed necessary, an additional rating319

is required to score a vulnerability criteria linked to the potential extent of damage should the required320

urgent action not be undertaken.321
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3.1.2. Assessing the importance of different diagnosis activities322

As previously mentioned, rankings and ratings provided in the second part of the SIEA are used to323

define the weights assigned to specific components of the LoK and DR indices. This allows the hierarchical324

structure of the two indices to be modified based on singular characteristics of different monuments. Since325

the two indices are used to describe the decision problem within the proposed risk assessment methodology,326

this weight-setting procedure enables meaningful insights to be drawn even if the methodology is applied to327

different structures with unique characteristics. The hierarchical structures of the two indices and the pro-328

cedure used to establish weights from the provided ratings are described in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.329

330

This part of the SIEA consists of 8 questions (12 to 19), all of which are made up of several parts. The first331

and second parts of question 12 determine whether the vulnerability to earthquakes or other catastrophic332

events are explicitly considered in the assessment. If the decision is taken to include the vulnerability to333

these specific hazards, they will have to be assessed and ratings will have to be provided to define the possible334

contribution of different structural analysis and monitoring tools to the level of knowledge on these specific335

vulnerabilities. If the decision is taken to exclude a specific vulnerability, it will not be explicitly considered336

when evaluating the global damage vulnerability. However, it is worth noting that the hazard related to337

earthquakes and other catastrophic events will still be included in the global risk assessment. The third338

part of question 12 involves ranking the following 3 possible aims of structural analysis according to their339

importance for global damage vulnerability characterisation:340

1. Structural analysis aimed at better understanding the vulnerability to progressive collapse.341

2. Structural analysis aimed at better understanding the vulnerability to earthquakes.342

3. Structural analysis aimed at better understanding the vulnerability to other catastrophic events.343

The assigned ranks are then used to determine the relative importance that these 3 aims are given in344

the vulnerability component of the DR index. Naturally, if the vulnerability to earthquakes or to other345

catastrophic events has already been excluded from the analysis in the first two parts of question 12, only346

the remaining relevant aims need to be ranked. If both have already been excluded, only the vulnerability347

to progressive collapse is considered. The vulnerabilities to specific hazards are treated separately in the348

proposed assessment procedure mainly because they can differ significantly. For instance, a structure can349

prove to have adequate capacity to withstand its normal working loads while still being extremely vulnera-350

ble to suffering damage during an earthquake. In addition, this separation is also implemented because the351

suitability of different structural analysis and monitoring tools for diagnosis can change depending on the352

specific vulnerability under evaluation.353

354

Once a decision has been made on including the vulnerability to specific hazards in the risk assessment,355

ratings have to be provided to evaluate the suitability of specific diagnosis activities. The information from356

several different types of activities can be included in the proposed risk assessment procedure. Diagnosis357

activities are grouped together according to the type of information they can provide, ratings are used to358

assign weights among activities within a group based on their possible contribution to the level of knowledge359

on damage vulnerability. Specifically, 5 groups of activities have been identified:360

� Structural analysis and SHM361

� Activities involving the evaluation of specific mechanical, physical, or chemical properties of materials362

� Geometry and damage surveys363

� Activities to characterise material quality and variability364

� Activities to evaluate actual loading and boundary conditions in-situ365

Although the choice of grouping structural analysis and SHM together might appear counter-intuitive366

as they are often executed separately, it stems mainly from the fact that these two types of activities can367

be combined in many different ways to provide complementary information on the capacity and response368

of a monument to specific structural actions. As such, they were grouped together to allow the expert369

performing risk assessment to adjust the relative importance of information from specific structural analysis370

and SHM activities depending on the particular characteristics of the structure. Question 13 thus involves371

rating different structural analysis and SHM activities based on the extent to which it can help assess the372

structure’s vulnerability to progressive collapse. Activities that need to be rated include: evaluating the373
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loads supported by different members (load report), graphic statics and limit analysis, numerical modelling,374

dynamic SHM, and static SHM. Each activity can be rated as 0, 1 or 2. Activities that are rated as 0 will375

not be considered in the risk assessment. This choice can be made if the information that an activity can376

provide is deemed irrelevant or if the cost of performing an activity is already known to be too high for a377

given project. Conversely, activities that are deemed essential or that can contribute significantly to the378

vulnerability assessment should be rated as 2. Finally, activities that can only complement the vulnerability379

assessment should be rated as 1. For question 13, if limit analysis procedures or numerical modelling are380

given a rating which is greater than 0, the rating attributed to the load report is automatically fixed at381

1 because evaluating the loading scenario is a necessary preliminary step before performing limit analysis382

or numerical modelling. If the vulnerability to earthquakes and other catastrophic events are included in383

the risk assessment, the value of different structural analysis and SHM activities for assessing these specific384

vulnerabilities also needs to be evaluated. This is achieved by rating activities listed in questions 14 and 15.385

With the exception of the load report, the same activities listed in question 13 are included in these two386

questions. The same rating scale is also used.387

388

In fact, the same scale is used to rate the different activities in other groups. Tests for estimating material389

properties need to be rated in question 16, possible geometry and damage mapping activities need to be390

rated in question 17, and activities linked to the characterisation of material quality and variability need to391

be rated in question 18. Finally, ratings need to be assigned in question 19 for different in-situ activities392

that can be used to evaluate actual loading and boundary conditions.393

394

In total, 39 ratings have to be given in the second part of the SIEA to assign the weights that specific395

criteria related to different diagnosis activities have in the LoK and DR indices.396

3.2. Optional questions397

Once the essential questions from the standardised initial expert appraisal (SIEA) have been completed,398

the LoK and DR indices need to be updated every time an additional diagnosis activity is performed. To399

achieve this, the proposed risk assessment framework includes specific questions related to many possible400

diagnosis activities. Of course, the answers to these questions only need to be completed or updated after401

relevant activities have been performed. The answers provided are then used to re-evaluate the LoK and402

DR index values as described in Sections 4 and 5.403

404

The optional questions are organised according to the 5 identified activity groups listed in Section 3.1.2.405

These questions are not listed here but can be found in Appendices B to F, together with explanations of406

the possible range of answers. In general, each question relates to a specific diagnosis activity and consists407

of several parts. In most cases, each question specifically consists of at least one part used for evaluating408

the LoK index, and at least another part used for evaluating the DR index.409

410

However, optional questions related to additional geometry and damage surveys only consist of a single411

part used to update the LoK index based on the effectiveness of the activities in addressing the lack of412

knowledge on geometry and damage. Naturally, the global ratings given during the first part of the SIEA413

on the level of knowledge on geometry (question 2) and existing damage (question 3) need to be updated414

after any of the geometry and damage mapping activities are carried out. Relevant vulnerability ratings415

provided in the first part of the SIEA can also be updated if the new information on geometry and damage416

changes the initial perception of vulnerability.417

418

It is also worth mentioning that the proposed framework includes distinct optional questions for struc-419

tural analysis and SHM activities aimed at better understanding the vulnerability to progressive collapse420

mechanisms, to earthquakes, and to other catastrophic events. In addition, for the case of static SHM, both421

the LoK and DR indices can be periodically updated after an initial configuration by taking advantage of422

processed results from the methodology described in [35].423

424

In total, the proposed framework includes 85 possible ratings that can be used to update the MCDM425

indices after specific diagnosis activities have been performed. Of those, 46 are used to score criteria in the426

LoK index and 39 are used to score criteria from the vulnerability component of the DR index.427
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4. Level of knowledge index428

The risk assessment methodology proposed as part of this research involves the computation of a dis-429

tinct Level of Knowledge (LoK) index. This is in contrast to the methods proposed in the Italian and430

PERPETUATE guidelines for seismic safety assessment, which account for the level of knowledge through431

different confidence factors applied to material properties or other parameters in their respective verification432

procedures [72, 74]. This choice was made to allow for the explicit consideration of the depth of study when433

making risk mitigation decisions through a systemically structured key performance indicator, the LoK index.434

435

All answers to questions related to the level of knowledge are provided in the form of a rating ranging436

from 0 to 5, with 0 representing no information and 5 representing the highest possible level of knowledge.437

Each rating can be provided as any rational number within this range and will eventually be combined into438

a single LoK index to facilitate the decision-making process. The questions have been designed so that439

ratings represent the comprehensiveness of the different types of research activities performed. Generally, as440

more and more relevant in-depth investigations are carried out, the uncertainty associated to vulnerability441

assessment should decrease. As such, the index is intended to inform decision makers on the general level of442

uncertainty related to the vulnerability assessment, with a higher level of knowledge indicating less uncer-443

tainty. Based on applications to case studies, it can be considered that final LoK index values ranging from444

0 to 1.5 represent a low level of knowledge while values between 3 to 5 represent a high level of knowledge.445

Therefore, index values from 1.5 to 3 suggest a moderate level of knowledge on damage vulnerability.446

4.1. Value functions447

At this stage, it is relevant to highlight a particular feature of the process behind safety evaluation. When448

no information is available on a structure, significant improvements can often be made to the understanding449

of vulnerability through the acquisition of a few key pieces of information and using simplified analysis meth-450

ods. However, as the general level of knowledge increases, further reducing the uncertainty associated to the451

vulnerability assessment typically requires more and more effort. In other words, as our understanding of452

a structure improves, identifying damage causes or quantifying capacity with even greater accuracy usually453

requires employing even more sophisticated methods and acquiring even more data. This learning effect can454

be considered in the computation of the LoK index value by transforming the original ratings to a suitable455

score using an ascending concave value function (see Fig. 2). Effectively, due to the decreasing slope of456

such a function, a small increase from a low rating causes a greater increase in the transformed score when457

compared to the same increment added to a higher rating.458

459

As described in Section 5, similar value functions are also employed in the computation of the DR index460

to convert answers from specific questions into homogenised scores. As such, a single expression that depends461

on a few parameters is defined for all value functions employed within the risk assessment framework. The462

parameters can be modified so that the curvature of the function can be adjusted to best represent the463

relationship between the original units of the answer and the homogenised score used for computing the464

final index value. The general value function employed in this research is shown in Eq. (1). It has been465

adapted from the one proposed as part of a method known as MIVES [88, 89], which was initially developed466

for sustainability assessment.467

Si(Xi) = Ki ·

[
1− exp

(
−mi

(
|Xi −X∗|

ni

)Ai
)]

+ Smin (1)

Ki =
Smax − Smin

1− exp

(
−mi

(
|Xmax−Xmin|

ni

)Ai
) (2)

Where Si represents each homogenised score that will be combined to compute the LoK index value and468

Xi refers to each rating provided to update the LoK index. Ki is a factor that can be used to scale the range469

of the resulting index score. It is computed as shown in Eq. (2). In this case, the LoK index has a range470

which can vary from 0 (Smin) representing no knowledge at all to 5 (Smax) representing very comprehensive471

knowledge. Xmax and Xmin are the maximum and minimum possible rating values, which are also 5 and 0472

for all LoK questions. X∗ can be either Xmin or Xmax depending on if the answer is a maximising positive473

defined criteria or not. In the case of the LoK index, because all questions have been set so that a higher474

rating represents a higher level of knowledge, X∗ = Xmin. The constants mi and ni can be used to modify475
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the geometry of the value function and they have been set at 1 and 20 for the function used to transform all476

answers related to the level of knowledge. Finally, Ai is a shape factor that defines approximately whether477

the curve is concave (Ai < 1), close to a straight line (Ai ≈ 1), or whether it is convex or S-shaped (Ai > 1).478

In the case of the LoK index, the expert completing the SIEA can choose between five different concavity479

settings to best reflect the learning curve associated with the particular structure of interest. If the LoK480

concavity is set to 0, the ratings provided as answers to questions are directly combined to compute the481

index. Otherwise, the four other settings included in the framework are shown in Fig. 2. They correspond482

to substituting the values of 0.95, 0.85, 0.75 and 0.65 for Ai in Eq. (1).483

Figure 2: Possible settings to adjust the transformation of ratings given as answers to questions into scores used for computing
the value of the LoK index.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, most of the branches forming the hierarchical structure of the LoK index end484

on a criteria which depends on the rating from a single question. In such cases, the value function can simply485

be applied directly to the rating before proceeding with the computation of the index. However, when it486

comes to the experimental characterisation of specific material properties, the value used to represent the487

comprehensiveness of relevant investigations is taken as the mean of two ratings (see Fig. 3): one related488

to the confidence level of estimates and another to the coverage area of the investigation. Similarly, in the489

case of static or dynamic SHM, the value used to represent the comprehensiveness of investigations is also490

taken as the mean of two ratings: one related to coverage area and another to monitoring duration (see491

Fig. 4). In both cases, the value function is applied on the mean of the two relevant ratings. In the case492

of static SHM, the monitoring duration is taken directly as the number of years. This is then converted to493

a suitable level of knowledge rating using an ascending concave value function designed so that the rating494

varies between 0 to 5 as the monitoring duration increases from 0 to 15 years. In particular, the transition495

from a low to a moderate level of knowledge (corresponding approximately to a rating of 1.5) occurs after496

2.4 years while the transition from a moderate to a high one (rating of 3) occurs after 6.6 years. The value497

function providing such a transformation can be represented by Eq. (1) with X∗ = Xmin = 0, Xmax = 15,498

mi = 2, ni = 100 and Ai = 0.75.499

4.2. LoK index structure and criteria500

Once the answers to the standard questions are converted to homogenised scores that can reflect the level501

of knowledge on the structural condition, they are combined according to the hierarchical structure shown502

in Figs. 3 and 4 using simple additive weighting (SAW). Relevant diagnosis activities are grouped according503

to the type of information they can provide for evaluating the structural condition of a masonry heritage504

structure. As shown, the relative weights among these groups at the first level of the hierarchical structure505

are constant. This is because a strong assumption behind the LoK index is that the relative importance506

among these groups remains unchanged in terms of the information they can provide for global vulnerability507

assessment. For instance, structural analysis is definitely considered as being of considerable importance508

since it is the only activity able to provide direct quantitative estimates of safety levels. It is able to achieve509

this by evaluating both demand and capacity through the use of mathematical models.510
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Figure 3: Criteria tree for the index representing the general level of knowledge on damage vulnerability. The relevant question
references are shown in brackets at the end of each branch. Parameters αi, βi, and γi refer to relevant weights that need to be
applied to criteria at the first, second, and third hierarchical level respectively.
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Figure 4: Criteria tree for the level of knowledge sub-indicator related to information from structural analysis and SHM. The
relevant question references are shown in brackets at the end of each branch. Parameters βi and γi refer to relevant weights
that need to be applied respectively to criteria at the second and third hierarchical level of the global level of knowledge index.

As previously mentioned in Section 3.1.2, SHM activities are grouped together with structural analysis511

because of the diverse ways in which they can be combined to provide information on damage causes, as512

well as on the structural response and capacity. The fact that they are grouped together allows the expert513

responsible for risk assessment to rate the importance of structural analysis and SHM activities relative to514

each other based on foreseeable combined applications that are appropriate for the unique characteristics of515

a monument. As shown in Fig. 3, the remaining identified activity groups include the analysis of historical516

information and available documentation, activities related to capturing the actual geometry and damage,517

evaluating specific material properties, characterising material quality and variability, and performing in-situ518

tests to determine actual loading and boundary conditions.519

520

For the computation of the global LoK index, appropriate relevance factors are needed to represent the521

relative importance of information that can potentially be derived from each group of activities. In order to522

reduce the subjectivity involved in this task, a popular procedure in the realm of decision analysis known as523

the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) [90, 91] was employed. This procedure allows an analyst to conduct524

a rational and consistent assessment of weights by first establishing pairwise comparisons among parameters525

under consideration at the same hierarchy level. A well-defined fundamental scale ranging from 1 to 9 must526
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be used to evaluate the intensity of the importance of each parameter over another. According to the scale,527

1 is used if two parameters are of equal importance whereas 9 is used to define the extreme importance of528

one parameter over another. The AHP then allows weights to be obtained for each parameter based on529

solving an eigenvalue problem after collecting the individual comparison scores into a matrix. The pairwise530

comparison matrix constructed for evaluating the weights among different activity groups is shown in Table531

1, together with the resulting priority vector containing the relative weights attributed to each group. An532

additional benefit of using the AHP for determining weights is that a procedure is defined for verifying the533

consistency of the pairwise judgements provided. The verification first involves computing a consistency534

index, which is a function of the largest eigenvalue calculated as a solution of the AHP and the rank of the535

judgement matrix. Once this index is computed, a ratio is found by dividing it by a random consistency536

index. The latter is the average consistency index of a large number of randomly generated reciprocal537

matrices. If the final consistency ratio is smaller than 10%, the weights can be considered as being logically538

sound [90]. It was ensured that this consistency condition was satisfied for all AHP comparisons used as539

part of this research.540

Table 1: Pairwise comparison matrix and resulting priority vector containing the weights assigned to the importance of
information from different activity groups for the global level of knowledge.

A B C D E F
Priority
Vector

A. Historical info. & docs. 1 1/3 1/7 1/4 1/4 1/4 4%
B. Geometry & damage 3 1 1/6 1/2 1/2 1/3 7%
C. Structural analysis & SHM 7 6 1 6 6 6 53%
D. Material properties 4 2 1/6 1 1 1/2 10%
E. Material quality 4 2 1/6 1 1 1/2 10%
F. In-situ conditions 4 3 1/6 2 3 1 16%

As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3, structural analysis and SHM are very important when compared to541

any other activity group. This is partly due to the ability of some structural analysis methods to provide542

quantitative estimates of safety levels and also partly due to the large breadth and depth of information543

that such methods can provide for vulnerability assessment. As a result, following the application of the544

AHP, more than half of the contribution to the LoK index relies on information from structural analysis545

and SHM activities.546

547

The second most influential group for the computation of the LoK index involves in-situ tests to evaluate548

actual loading and boundary conditions. Such tests are often specifically designed or adapted to investigate549

specific unknown parameters that are deemed to be of interest for vulnerability assessment. In addition,550

they are often the only possible way of obtaining key information on real conditions that can prove to be551

vital for validating models used to better understand the structural condition and associated safety levels.552

This explains why this activity group is given moderate importance over all other groups except structural553

analysis and SHM.554

555

The next two most influential activity groups are related to the estimation of material properties and556

to the characterisation of material quality and variability. Both groups of activities end up contributing557

10% to the LoK index following the AHP. In fact, these two activity groups can provide complementary558

information as both activity types posses characteristics suitable to address some weaknesses of the other.559

Tests to estimate material properties, particularly mechanical parameters, can provide key information for560

structural analysis. However, it is often unfeasible to test enough specimens so that the sample provides a561

good representation of the variability of material properties in different parts of a structure. In contrast, al-562

though several NDT methods used for characterising material quality can cover large areas of the structure,563

they are usually limited in terms of the information they can provide on the strength and deformation prop-564

erties of the material. Nevertheless, performing activities categorised in these two groups are often the only565

way of obtaining information on materials that can be indispensable for an accurate vulnerability assessment.566

567

Following the activities linked to material characterisation, geometry and damage surveys are the next568

biggest contributors to the LoK index. It is undeniable that accurate representations of a structure’s geom-569

etry and damage are key to an accurate vulnerability assessment. Reliable information on these aspects of570
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a heritage structure are not only required for many different types of analyses and for validating models,571

but it also forms much of the basis for the development of initial hypotheses on possible causes of damage572

and for early decisions on the most suitable activities for further investigations. However, as a greater level573

of sophistication is applied to improve vulnerability assessment, information on geometry and visible dam-574

age often becomes mostly useful for planning tests, to accurately represent real conditions in sophisticated575

analyses, and for validating results. In other words, when the level of knowledge on damage vulnerability is576

moderate or high, significant further improvements normally cannot be attained only by performing more577

geometry and damage surveys. This explains why the relative importance assigned to this group of activities578

is relatively low.579

580

Finally, information from the historical survey has been assigned the lowest weight in the first level of the581

hierarchical structure of the LoK index. This choice does not absolutely mean that the historical survey is a582

superfluous activity that may be omitted in the studies of conservation of the built heritage, as it definitely583

constitutes the essential preliminary stage of the scientific method [1]. However, the choice of a lower weight584

is partly due to the limited reliability of historical sources. As a result, information needs to be critically585

assessed and assumptions often need to be made when interpreting it [1]. Furthermore, useful documents586

have often been prepared for purposes other than structural engineering, meaning that relevant technical587

information might be missing or incorrect. In addition, much like information on the structure’s geometry,588

information acquired through a historical survey often cannot contribute directly to improving an already589

high level of knowledge on damage vulnerability.590

591

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, many of the weights among criteria at subsequent levels depend on the ratings592

provided during the second part of the SIEA (see Section 3.1.2). Exceptions to this are criteria related to593

historical information and documentation, to the actual geometry and visible damage, and to the material594

quality. This is because some of the information contributing to the weighted score linked to these activity595

groups are taken from answers provided during the first part of the SIEA. In fact, for the score representing596

the level of knowledge in terms of historical information, all relevant ratings are provided during the SIEA.597

Of course, these can be modified if new information becomes available, but this does not affect the hierarchi-598

cal structure of the index. As shown in Fig. 3, four scores are used for computing the combined score linked599

to historical information. These are related to the comprehensiveness and quality of information available600

on the construction process, on past damage events and on previous structural alterations and interventions.601

Because information from any of these aspects can be equally pertinent for vulnerability assessment, equal602

weights are assigned to each in the computation of the LoK index.603

604

With respect to the weighted score linked to the level of knowledge on geometry and visible damage,605

it is influenced mostly by the global ratings provided by the expert responsible for geometry and damage606

surveys. These ratings are initially provided during the first part of the SIEA (questions 2 and 3) but have607

to be updated after carrying out any activities involving the acquisition of information on geometry or dam-608

age. Clearly, if such activities are deemed to be relevant during the second part of the SIEA, it reveals an609

identified lack of knowledge. To account for activities carried out to address this gap, the score representing610

the level of knowledge on geometry and damage depends on a third criteria derived as a weighted total of611

the scores representing the comprehensiveness of information from specific additional activities (see Fig. 3).612

Specifically, both of the global ratings on geometry and damage contribute 43% to the final weighted score613

linked to this activity group, while the remaining 14% is based on additional activities that are deemed rel-614

evant. These weights correspond to the outcome of applying the AHP after attributing equal importance to615

the two global ratings and giving both moderate importance over the information from additional activities.616

If all such activities are deemed as being irrelevant during the second part of the SIEA, the score related to617

geometry and damage depends only on the two global ratings with equal importance assigned to each.618

619

The weighted score representing the level of knowledge on material quality depends on two criteria. The620

first reflects how well the material quality could be evaluated from visual inspections and the second repre-621

sents the comprehensiveness of further investigations. Because results from MDT and NDT procedures for622

evaluating material quality can be much more informative when compared to the limited evaluation that623

can be made from visual inspections, 83% of the level of knowledge score for material quality relies on the624

comprehensiveness of MDT and NDT investigations while only 17% is attributed to the visual inspection625

conditions. This corresponds to a strong importance attributed to further investigations in an AHP con-626

text. As is the case for additional activities related to geometry and damage, if all further investigations on627
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material quality are deemed to be irrelevant during the SIEA, the level of knowledge on material quality628

depends only on the conditions of visual inspections.629

630

For all remaining activity groups, the relative weights among relevant criteria at subsequent levels of the631

hierarchical structure depend only on rankings and ratings provided during the second part of the SIEA.632

For activity groups related to the estimation of material properties and the evaluation of in-situ conditions,633

the score for each group is directly based on the weighted sum of scores representing the level of knowledge634

for individual activities (see Fig. 3). As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the importance of the information that635

each individual activity can provide for global vulnerability assessment is rated as either 0, 1 or 2 depending636

on its possible contribution. The relative weight attributed to activities rated as 0 is set to 0, meaning637

that information from the activity is no longer taken into consideration for risk assessment. The weights of638

remaining activities connected to a single parent criteria are then simply computed from the ratings provided639

as shown in Eq. (3).640

γi =
rj
n∑

j=1

rj

(3)

Where γi refers to the weight attributed to the score related to the individual activity i when computing641

the score of the parent criteria connected to n activities. On the other hand, ri refers to the rating attributed642

to the importance of information from activity i during the SIEA (0, 1 or 2).643

644

It should be noted that if the ratings of all individual activities connected to a single parent criteria are645

set to 0, the weight attributed to their parent criteria is also set to 0. This eliminated weight is then re-646

distributed proportionally among remaining criteria connected to the same branch at the corresponding level.647

648

As shown in Fig. 4, the hierarchical structure leading to the level of knowledge score for structural analysis649

and SHM has been designed to account for the fact that these activities can be planned for investigating the650

vulnerability to specific hazards. As described in Section 3.1.2, the weights attributed to each of the three651

possible aims (understanding the vulnerability to progressive collapse, earthquakes, or other catastrophes)652

depend on how they are ranked in the third part of question 12 during the SIEA. The specific aim ranked653

first is given a weight of 72% while the one ranked second is given a weight of 21%. The aim deemed as654

being least important is therefore attributed a weight of 8%. These were derived using the AHP from the655

pairwise comparison matrix shown in Table 2. The weights of the individual structural analysis and SHM656

activities connected to each specific aim are then computed using Eq. (3) from the ratings provided in the657

SIEA.658

Table 2: Pairwise comparison matrix and resulting priority vector containing the weights reflecting the importance assigned to
different aims of structural analysis and SHM (1: understanding the vulnerability to progressive collapse, 2: to earthquakes,
and 3: to other catastrophes) based on how they were ranked.

Rank 1 2 3 Priority Vector

1 1 4 8 71.7%
2 1/4 1 3 20.5%
3 1/8 1/3 1 7.8%

4.3. Computation of the LoK index659

Once all of the weights have been determined, the final LoK index value can then simply be computed660

using equation Eq. (4).661

LoK index =
N∑
i=1

αi · βi · γi · SLoK,i
(4)

Where S
LoK,i

refers to the score of a particular criteria at the end of one of the branches of the hierar-662

chical structure shown in Fig. 3. The parameters αi, βi and γi refer to the weights that need to be applied663

at every level. For their assessment, see Figs. 3 and 4, Table 1, and Eq. 3. Of course, if a criteria is found664

at the end of a branch ending after the second level, γi should be considered as 1 (see Fig. 3). N refers665

to the number of individual criteria that are ultimately considered for the computation of the index. This666
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number can change depending on how many activities are deemed as being irrelevant during the SIEA. If667

information from all possible activities are considered, N = 41.668

669

The value of the LoK index should initially be computed after the SIEA. Following this, every time a670

diagnosis activity or intervention is performed, the appropriate ratings should be modified and the LoK671

index should be computed again (see Fig. 1). In this way, the LoK index can help inform decision makers672

on the uncertainty associated to vulnerability assessment within a dynamic process following the preventive673

conservation approach.674

5. Damage risk index675

As previously mentioned, the risk of interest for this research is that of a masonry heritage structure676

suffering from structural damage. Naturally, the most important requirement for a meaningful assessment677

of this risk is an appropriate diagnosis of the structural condition leading to an accurate evaluation of678

vulnerability. Nevertheless, as stated in the introduction, when deciding the best course of action to preserve679

such structures, experts have to consider hazard and exposure according to agreed-upon definitions in the680

context of disaster risk [79]. The final damage risk is therefore defined as being a function of vulnerability,681

hazard, and exposure, as shown in Fig. 5.682

Figure 5: Criteria tree for the damage risk index. The relevant question references are shown in brackets at the end of each
branch. Parameters αi and βi refer to relevant weights that need to be applied to criteria at the first and second hierarchical
level respectively.

The damage risk (DR) index can vary from 1 representing the lowest possible risk level to 5 representing683

the highest. This means that all the criteria used to define it also need to be homogenised to this scale.684

Unlike the LoK index, the DR index can never be 0. This condition is set to facilitate the interpretation of685

index values for decision-making and to reflect the fact that there will never be a situation with absolutely686

no risk in the case of unique heritage structures.687

688

Although the vulnerability component is analysed thoroughly as part of this research, the hazard and689

exposure components rely on recurrent criteria that are normally considered when making recommendations690

for mitigating the risk of structural damage. As such, they serve mainly to amplify or contract the resulting691
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vulnerability score based on hazard and exposure conditions. It can therefore often be useful when making692

decisions to also directly examine the vulnerability component as a damage vulnerability (DV) index in its693

own right.694

695

Despite the simplified approach employed to estimate the actual hazard and exposure level, they play a696

key role in defining the possible mitigation measures that can be employed. As such, they contribute 25%697

each to the final value of the DR index, while the value of the DV index determines the remaining 50%.698

In an AHP context, this is equivalent to giving damage vulnerability a slight importance over hazard and699

exposure while giving them equal importance amongst themselves.700

701

All the information required to compute the scores related to hazard and exposure are provided during702

the first part of the SIEA. The final score linked to exposure depends on two ratings related to the cultural703

value and the potential loss based on the level of usage. In this case, the range of each possible rating704

has been designed so that no transformation is needed before combining them using additive weighting.705

As shown in Fig. 5, equal importance is assigned to the two ratings. The final hazard score depends on706

three criteria related to the intensity and probability of occurrence of fires, of earthquakes, and of other707

catastrophic events. With respect to the seismic hazard, the only information that needs to be supplied708

during the SIEA is the reference peak ground acceleration (PGA) with a 10% probability of being exceeded709

in 50 years. Very good estimates of this value for any region in the world can easily be obtained using an710

online interactive map [92]. The value function shown in Fig. 6(d) is then used to transform the supplied711

acceleration value to a hazard score ranging from 1 to 5. The function can be defined using Eq. (1) with the712

parameters shown in Table 3, and has been calibrated to be in good agreement with the hazard levels shown713

in [93]. As shown, the function transforms any PGA from 0.2 m/s2 to 4 m/s2 into a hazard score ranging714

from 1 to 5. It is implemented as a conditional formula so that any PGA below 0.2 m/s2 is attributed a715

score of 1 while one greater than 4 m/s2 is scored as 5. For the remaining two hazard components, their716

scores are taken directly as the ratings provided during the SIEA.717

5.1. Damage vulnerability index718

In addition to providing information on the hazard and exposure level, answers to questions from the719

first part of the SIEA also provide pertinent information for initial damage vulnerability assessment. These720

include ratings related to material quality, to the level of maintenance, to the need for urgent action, and to721

initial evaluations of the vulnerability to specific hazards. As mentioned in Section 3.2, a number of optional722

questions can also be answered to update the DV index based on the outcome of specific diagnosis activities.723

5.1.1. DV index structure and criteria724

Because it is much more intuitive to grade material quality on an ascending scale, the rating provided725

during the SIEA on this aspect (question 4B) can vary from 1 to 5 to reflect increasing levels of material726

quality and homogeneity. Naturally, this needs to be converted to a suitable homogenous vulnerability score727

before it can be considered in the DV index. This is achieved using the descending value function shown728

in Fig. 6(a), defined by substituting the parameters shown in Table 3 into Eq. (1). After inspecting and729

evaluating material quality, it can be very difficult to draw meaningful conclusions on the vulnerability of730

the structure if the material is deemed to be of moderate or moderately high quality. However, identifying731

clear signs of poor material quality and degradation has definitive implications for vulnerability, and this732

should be reflected with a high vulnerability score attributed to this criteria. This effect is accounted for733

through the choice of a convex shape for the descending value function related to this criteria as shown in734

Fig. 6(a).735

736

Within the proposed framework, material quality is also graded according to an ascending scale after737

further MDT or NDT investigations have been carried out (questions in Appendix E). As such, the same738

value function is also applied to relevant material quality ratings after further investigations following the739

SIEA. In fact, it can be said that such an effect also holds true when evaluating the state of maintenance,740

whereby very poor conditions have a more pronounced effect on vulnerability. Within the proposed risk741

assessment methodology, two ratings have to be provided during the SIEA on the state of maintenance. The742

first rating is intended to represent the actual maintenance condition whereas the second one is meant to743

indicate the suitability of the current maintenance plan to address relevant pathologies. The final mainte-744

nance rating is then taken as the mean of these two. As is the case for the material quality rating, a convex745

descending value function is also employed to transform this rating into a vulnerability score. However, as746
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shown in Fig. 6 and Table 3, different parameters are proposed for this criteria so that the curvature is747

better suited to the range of the maintenance condition rating.748

Figure 6: Value functions converting answers given in the first part of the SIEA to relevant homogenised scores to be combined
in the DR index. The functions shown apply to material quality ratings (a), the maintenance rating (b), the urgent action
rating (c), and the measure of seismic hazard (d).

Table 3: Parameters used in Eq. (1) to derive value functions for specific answers provided in the first part of the SIEA.

X∗ Xmin Xmax mi ni Ai

Material quality (4A, 43B-49B) Xmax 1 5 1 10 1.8
Maintenance (6) Xmax 1 5 1 10 2.5
Urgent action (7) Xmin 1 5 1 2 0.7
Acceleration - seismic hazard (9A) Xmin 0.2 4 0.5 200 0.5

The SIEA question on the need for urgent action consists of two parts. The response to the first part749

determines whether or not there is a need for urgent action. If the expert believes there is such a need750

(see Section 3.1.1), the second part of the question determines the extent of possible damage if no action751

is taken. Therefore, only the rating provided in this second part is used in the computation of the DV752

index. Because the need for urgent action is by definition associated to a high level of risk, an ascending753

concave value function with a very pronounced curvature is used to transform the corresponding rating into754

a homogenised vulnerability score (see Fig. 6(c)). In addition, in case the need for urgent action is identified,755

the homogenised score linked to it contributes to 90% of the final DV index value (see Fig. 7). These two756

measures ensure that the final DV and DR index values are high even if only a small fraction of the structure757

is likely to be affected if no urgent action is taken. If it is deemed that no urgent action is required, the weight758

attributed to the urgent action criteria is set to 0 and the eliminated weight is redistributed proportionally759

among the remaining criteria in the first level of the hierarchical structure of the DV index.760

761

In fact, at any level of the DV index, if no information is available on a particular criteria, the weight762

attributed to it is set to 0 and the eliminated weight is redistributed proportionally among all remaining763

criteria at the same level connected to the same parent criteria. This axiom is established for the DV index764

because the best estimate of damage vulnerability can always only be based on available information and765

investigations carried out. This is in stark contrast to the mechanism behind the LoK index whereby no766

information from a particular activity deemed as being relevant represents a lack of knowledge. As such,767

as described in Section 4, the weights among different criteria at different levels of the LoK index can only768

change if the rankings and ratings provided in the second part of the SIEA are changed.769
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Figure 7: Criteria tree for the damage vulnerability index. The relevant question references are shown in brackets at the end
of each branch. Parameters βi, γi, and ζi refer to relevant weights that need to be applied to criteria at the second, third, and
fourth hierarchical level of the global damage risk index respectively.
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Figure 8: Criteria tree for the sub-indicator linked to the assessment of specific vulnerabilities. The relevant question references
are shown in brackets at the end of each branch. Parameters γi, ζi, and ηi refer to relevant weights that need to be applied to
criteria at the third, fourth, and fifth hierarchical level of the global damage risk index respectively.

For cases not requiring urgent action, much of the hierarchical structure of the DV index can be explained770

in terms of the structure of the LoK index. It is clear that information on the material or from in-situ tests771

of actual conditions are invaluable to inform structural analysis methods and to ensure that mathematical772

models employed provide an accurate representation of reality. In addition, they can also often provide773

some indications on the general vulnerability to damage. However, unlike structural analysis and SHM,774

most of these activities cannot be tailored to specifically evaluate the vulnerability to distinct hazards. This775

explains why the vulnerability criteria scores associated to material properties, material quality, and in-situ776

tests are combined in the first level of the DV index, as shown in Fig. 7. The weights assigned to each777

of these three groups are the same as that assigned to the corresponding groups when computing the LoK778

index. As described in Section 4, this is because the weights are assigned in the LoK index based on the779

possible information that each activity group can provide for global damage vulnerability assessment. In780

fact, the consistency between the two indices is vital for them to provide meaningful insights when used781

jointly for decision-making. As such, for these three activity groups, the subsequent hierarchical levels have782

the same structural organisation as the corresponding parts of the LoK index and weights which depend on783

ratings provided in the second part of the SIEA are computed in a similar way using Eq. (3). However, as784

previously mentioned, in the case of the DV index, if no information is available on a particular criteria,785

its relevance factor is set to 0 and weight redistribution is carried out at that level. Of course, answers to786

questions related to damage vulnerability are used to compute the criteria scores instead of those relating787

to the level of knowledge.788

789

According to the activity groups defined in this research, since the contribution of material character-790

isation and in-situ tests have already been considered, the remaining criteria in the first level of the DV791
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index must be based on historical information, geometry and damage surveys, structural analysis, and SHM.792

Excluding the special case of the need for urgent action, which has already been addressed, the remaining793

criteria include the maintenance condition and the outcome of specific studies carried out to evaluate the794

vulnerability to specific hazards (see Fig. 7). As such, to maintain the consistency with th LoK index, the795

sum of the weights of these two criteria in the first level of the DV index must be equal to the sum of the796

weights attributed to the aforementioned remaining activity groups in the LoK index. This corresponds to a797

total weight of 64% that has to be divided between the two criteria. Although the maintenance condition can798

definitely play an important role in defining the rate of change related to decay and deterioration processes,799

it is seldom the true underlying cause of these processes. In most circumstances, the true cause of these800

can be related to environmental effects and mechanical actions. In the context of this research, a better801

understanding of the effects of these underlying causes is considered as being much more significant for an802

accurate vulnerability assessment. As such, when no urgent action is required, only 3% of the DV index803

value is determined by the criteria representing the damage vulnerability linked to a lack of maintenance (see804

Fig, 7). This represents 5% of the 64% left to be distributed after considering the contribution of material805

characterisation activities and tests of in-situ conditions.806

807

Consequently, 61% of the DV index value relies on evaluations of the damage vulnerability to specific808

hazards. This criteria in turn depends on individual assessments of the vulnerability to progressive collapse809

mechanisms, to earthquakes, and to other catastrophic events. As shown in Fig. 8, the weights assigned to810

each of these depend on the responses and rankings provided in question 12 of the SIEA. As described in811

Section 4, the first, second, and third ranked specific vulnerabilities are attributed weights of 71.7%, 20.5%,812

and 7.8% respectively. Naturally, if the choice is made during the SIEA to exclude the vulnerability to a813

specific hazard from the assessment, weights are redistributed proportionally among the remaining specific814

vulnerabilities based on how they have been ranked. As shown in Fig. 8, each of the three identified specific815

vulnerabilities relies on an initial assessment and on the conclusions that could be drawn from the application816

of structural analysis and SHM. Because the initial assessment is made on the basis of historical information817

and data collected through geometry and damage surveys (see Section 3.1.1), the weights assigned to these818

specific activity groups in the LoK index can be used to derive the weight that needs to be assigned to the819

initial assessment component of each specific vulnerability. In the LoK index, the combined weight of the820

activity groups related to historical information and geometry and damage surveys amounts to 11% (see821

Table 1). This represents 17% of the sum of the combined weight of these two activity groups with structural822

analysis and SHM in the LoK index. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 8, 17% of the score of each criteria related823

to a specific vulnerability is attributed to the initial assessment while the remaining 83% are based on the824

conclusions from structural analysis and SHM. The weight attributed to each activity contributing to each825

structural analysis and SHM criteria is then derived using the ratings provided during the SIEA in a similar826

way as it is done for the LoK index.827

828

The vulnerability score attributed to each specific initial assessment comes directly from relevant rat-829

ings given during the first part of the SIEA. As described in Section 3.1.1, results from existing simplified830

assessment methodologies can be used as a basis for providing these ratings. The range of each rating has831

been designed so that no additional transformation is needed to convert it into a homogeneous vulnerability832

score before it can be compounded into the DV index.833

834

In fact, the range of most ratings used to compute the DV and DR indices have been designed so that835

they can be directly compounded without requiring an additional transformation. Exceptions include the836

four questions from the first part of the SIEA shown in Fig. 6, all questions providing a material quality837

rating, and processed results from static SHM.838

5.1.2. Automatic updating of index values from static SHM data839

For the case of static SHM, as mentioned in Section 3.2, the proposed risk assessment methodology can840

take advantage of results from the automated data analysis procedure described in [35] to automatically841

update the DV index. Four key processed results are utilised for this purpose: the percentage of monitored842

parameters classified as evolutionary and the average growth rate of monitored crack widths, distances,843

and inclinations classified at least as apparently evolutionary. If the automated data analysis procedure is844

not used, reasonable estimates for these values have to be provided to update the DV index. These four845

processed results are then converted to a homogenised vulnerability score according to the value functions846

shown in Fig. 9. These have been constructed based on observations made from the monitoring of 18 crack847
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widths, 6 distances, and 4 inclinations in two complex medieval structures [35]. The duration of available848

monitoring data from these sensors varied between 2 to 5 years, and the data acquired have already been849

used to draw meaningful conclusions for the vulnerability assessment of the two structures. In addition, the850

value function for transforming monitored inclinations has been designed so that a vulnerability score of 5851

is attributed to an inclination that would correspond to an apex displacement of 0.15 m after 10 years of852

a 10 m block experiencing rigid rotation. On the other hand, a score of 1 is attributed to an inclination853

corresponding to an apex displacement of 0.01 m after 10 years with the same assumptions.854

Figure 9: Value functions converting processed results from static SHM to homogenised vulnerability scores to be combined in
the damage vulnerability index. Specifically, the functions shown are used to transform the percentage of sensors classified as
evolutionary (a) and the average growth rate of monitored crack widths (b), distances (c), and inclinations (d).

Table 4: Parameters used in Eq. (1) to derive value functions for converting processed results from static SHM into vulnerability
scores.

X∗ Xmin Xmax mi ni Ai

Percentage evolutionary (24C) Xmin 5 50 1 600 0.5
Crack widths (24D) Xmin 0.01 0.1 0.5 200 0.62
Distances (24E) Xmin 0.05 0.8 8 10 0.65
Inclinations (24F) Xmin 0.005 0.085 4 6 0.6

All the value functions used for transforming static SHM results can be defined by substituting the855

parameters listed in Table 4 into Eq. (1). They are all implemented as conditional functions so that all856

original responses lower than Xmin (see Eq. (1)) are given a vulnerability score of 1 while all responses857

greater than Xmax (see Eq. (1)) are given a score of 5.858

859

The final homogenised vulnerability score based on information from static SHM is computed as a860

weighted sum with 50% attributed to the score related to the percentage of monitored parameters classified861

as evolutionary while the remaining 50% is distributed equally among the scores linked to crack widths,862

distances, and inclinations.863
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5.1.3. Computation of the DV index864

Once all relevant inputs have been converted to homogenised scores, the DV index can be simply com-865

puted as shown in Eq. (5).866

DV index =
N∑
i=1

βi · γi · ζi · ηi · SDV,i
(5)

Where S
DV,i

refers to the score of a particular criteria at the end of one of the branches of the hierarchical867

structure shown in Figs. 7 and 8, while βi, γi, ζi, and ηi refer to the weights that need to be applied at868

every level. If a criteria is found at the end of a branch ending after the first level, γi, ζi, and ηi should be869

considered as 1. Similarly, if a criteria is found at the second level, ζi and ηi should be considered as 1 while870

only ηi should be considered as 1 for criteria found at the third level. N refers to the number of individual871

criteria that are ultimately considered for the computation of the index. This can change depending on872

what diagnosis activities have actually been carried out. If all the possible diagnosis activities identified are873

used, N = 36.874

5.2. Computation of the DR index875

As described in Eq. (6), once the DV index has been computed, the DR index can be obtained through876

a weighted sum of the DV index value and the scores related to Hazard and Exposure levels.877

DR index =
6∑

i=1

αi · βi · SDR,i
(6)

Where S
DR,i

refers to the score of each criteria at the end of every branch of the hierarchical structure878

shown in Fig. 5, while αi and βi refer to the weights applied at every level. Naturally, since the DV index879

is found at the first level of the hierarchical structure, βi is taken as 1 for this criteria.880

6. From risk assessment to decision making881

A significant advantage of the proposed risk assessment methodology is that it allows a systematic updat-882

ing of the risk assessment every time a relevant risk mitigation action is taken. This can include a temporary883

emergency intervention, more permanent structural interventions, an improvement to the maintenance plan,884

or even specific measures taken to reduce the fire hazard. The methodology also relies on a systematic pro-885

cess for updating the risk assessment after performing diagnosis activities aimed at better characterising886

damage vulnerability. In both cases, the update is achieved through answers to standard questions that887

must be provided by the expert responsible for risk assessment. These answers are then used to update the888

two key indices proposed to facilitate the decision-making task: one related to the level of knowledge on889

damage vulnerability and the other to the estimated risk level.890

891

For the case of diagnosis activities, only questions relating to the particular activities carried out need to892

be answered. These will normally consist of one part to evaluate the comprehensiveness of the investigations,893

and another related to estimated vulnerability levels. An exception to this is the case of static SHM. In894

this case, after an initial configuration, both indices can be periodically updated automatically by taking895

advantage of processed results from the methodology described in [35].896

897

After an improved maintenance plan has been implemented, the response to the question on maintenance898

condition provided in the SIEA needs to be updated. Similarly, after specific measures are taken to reduce899

the fire hazard, only the single response to the question on this aspect must be updated. If an emergency900

intervention is carried out, the response to the SIEA question on the need for urgent action needs to be901

updated. In addition, ratings provided in the SIEA as initial assessments of the perceived vulnerability may902

need to be updated to reflect the new safety level. These must also be updated every time any structural903

intervention is carried out. These specific evaluations of the vulnerability to progressive collapse mecha-904

nisms, to earthquakes, and to other catastrophic events are based on available historical information and905

on geometry and damage surveys. In fact, both the level of knowledge and damage vulnerability ratings906

associated to all diagnosis activities previously performed must be updated to reflect what is known about907

the new structural condition. This means that the LoK score of a previously applied diagnosis activity can908

return to 0 if it provides absolutely no information on the new condition of a strengthened structure. As909
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such, the value of the LoK index can decrease after interventions have been carried out. This aspect of the910

proposed methodology is meant to encourage the design of interventions whose efficiency can be verified and911

evaluated through rigorous scientific methods.912

913

Because questions that need to be answered can vary depending on the situation and on previous an-914

swers, it is vital that the computation and consultation of the indices be implemented as a user-friendly915

interactive computer program. This strategy will greatly facilitate data entry, and allows necessary updates916

to be made with ease after relevant actions have been carried out. The computer program should be ac-917

companied by a short manual which includes a brief description of the capabilities of all possible diagnosis918

activities considered by the proposed risk assessment methodology.919

920

A very useful output of such a program can be a list of relevant diagnosis activities ordered according921

to their possible contribution to the global level of knowledge. These possible contributions can change922

depending on the initial evaluation made by the expert and on activities that have already been carried923

out. Because of the way the LoK index is computed, the possible contribution of any activity considered924

can easily be calculated. The maximum possible increase of the final LoK index value that can be caused925

by performing a diagnosis activity can be calculated as the remaining homogenised LoK score that can be926

attributed to the activity multiplied by all the relevant weights at every level connecting it back to the927

final index value. The possible contribution of that particular activity is then obtained by dividing this928

maximum possible increase by the difference between the maximum LoK index value and the current index929

value. Table 5 shows the values of this possible contribution if a LoK score of 0 is attributed to each activity930

and equal ratings are assigned to all of them during the SIEA.931

Table 5: Diagnosis activities that can be listed according to their remaining possible contribution to the level of knowledge on
damage vulnerability.

Diagnostic activity Activity group
Possible contribution to

level of knowledge
indicator*

Graphic statics & Limit analysis

Structural analysis & SHM

11.2%
Numerical modelling 11.3%
Dynamic SHM 11.3%
Static SHM 11.3%
Load report 7.6%

Flatjack in-situ tests of stress levels
Actual loading & boundary conditions

4.0%
Ambient vibration tests 4.0%
Geotechnical surveys 4.0%
Other specific in-situ tests 4.0%

More information on Geometry
Geometry & damage surveys

3.7%
More information on Damage 3.3%

Compressive strength - Constituents

Material properties

1.7%
Compressive strength - Masonry 1.7%
Shear capacity - Masonry 1.7%
Elastic modulus - Constituents 1.7%
Elastic modulus - Masonry 1.7%
Other material properties 1.7%

Pits/inspections

Material quality

1.2%
Sonic pulse velocity testing 1.2%
Ultrasonic pulse velocity testing 1.2%
Surface penetrating radar 1.2%
Infrared thermography 1.2%
Rebound hammer 1.2%
Other tests of material quality 1.2%

* If equal weights are assigned among activities at each category level during the Standardised Initial Expert Appraisal(SIEA).

It can be helpful for the expert performing risk assessment to consult this dynamic list after updating932

index values to ensure that the importance attributed to key activities are in line with what can be ex-933
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pected. This can even be used as a basis for fine-tuning provided ratings. Eventually, the list can prove934

to be useful for selecting the most suitable methods for further investigations and for communicating why935

particular diagnosis activities are being recommended. It can also provide valuable information to inform936

cost-benefit analyses. Some diagnosis activities such as SHM can be quite expensive and almost always937

require some form of cost-benefit analysis before their implementation. However, although costs can be es-938

timated accurately, it can be very difficult to obtain quantitative information on the expected benefits. The939

potential contribution to the LoK index can serve this purpose. Of course, since the indices are only meant940

to be approximate tools to help inform decision-makers, the specific needs of each case should be consid-941

ered and the decisions on the best research activities to conduct should not be based only on the index values.942

943

The main aim of the two indices computed as part of the proposed risk assessment methodology is to help944

decision-makers to evaluate the current level of risk and the uncertainty associated to this estimation. The945

proposed approach thus promotes risk mitigation decisions that make efficient use of resources. The decision946

matrix shown in Fig. 10 demonstrates how the two indices can be used jointly to decide on the best course947

of action for preserving a masonry heritage structure. Indicative ranges of the LoK and DR indices are also948

shown. Because the DV index is more sensitive to changes in the evaluation of the structural condition,949

decision-makers can also choose to jointly examine the LoK and DV indices in a similar fashion before950

making a decision. Once again, it is important to stress that the proposed methodology is not designed951

with the aim of automating decisions. The proposed decision grid can therefore not be used blindly without952

properly understanding the assumptions behind the computation of the indices.953

Figure 10: Decision matrix adapted from [76] demonstrating how the proposed indices can be used to facilitate decisions.

7. Application to Mallorca cathedral954

A complex case study has been chosen to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed risk assessment955

methodology. The cathedral of Santa Maria in Palma de Mallorca (Fig. 11) can definitely be considered956

as one of the most remarkable monuments built in the so-called Catalan Gothic style. It boasts grand957

proportions and structurally audacious piers with slenderness ratios that can be twice that of many com-958

parable Gothic cathedrals. Having been built over a period of 300 years, the cathedral has a very complex959

structural scheme consisting of the interaction of several different parts. It has been the subject of numerous960

studies and scientific investigations of relevance for characterising damage risk and has in part been chosen961

as a case study because both the details and conclusions of these studies are well reported in literature962

[28, 35, 48, 94–101]. In addition, data collected from a static SHM system over a period of 5 years from963

2003 to 2008 had already been processed using the automated data analysis procedure presented in [35]. As964

such, results from this application could seamlessly be incorporated into the risk assessment through the965

procedure described in Sections 4 and 5.1.966
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Figure 11: (a) Exterior view of Mallorca cathedral. (b) Interior view of Mallorca cathedral [99]. (c) Sonic tomography of piers
[96]. (d) Recorded time series of inclination monitored as part of static SHM system installed in 2003. Filtering of simulated
reversible environmental effects and estimation of underlying evolution rate is also shown.

In the case of Mallorca cathedral, much is known on the construction process, on previous structural967

alterations, and on past damage events thanks to extensive historical research [94, 101]. Similarly, a sub-968

stantial amount of information is available on existing damages as well on the geometry. This includes969

reports from visual inspections [97], surveys of the most important pathologies, as well as master plan draw-970

ings [94, 101]. The basic information on damage and geometry has been further improved over the years971

with more accurate or in-depth investigations. In the case of geometry, these investigations have included972

pits in the roof to reveal a system of masonry walls supporting the terrace floor slab [96], as well as ad-973

ditional topographic and photogrammetry surveys [98, 99]. Various structural analysis methods have also974

been applied for the diagnosis and safety evaluation of the structure, including graphic statics analyses to975

evaluate the stability of a transverse bay [48, 101], kinematic analyses of macro elements to evaluate the976

seismic capacity (limit analysis) [101], and several sophisticated finite element modelling (FEM) approaches977

to assess the vulnerability to both progressive collapse and earthquakes [48, 98–100]. In addition to the978

previously mentioned static monitoring system, two different dynamic SHM systems have been installed in979

the structure, one in 2005 [96] and the other in 2010 [28]. Several investigations have also been carried out980

to better understand the material quality and variability in several parts of the structure. This includes981

seismic tomography, surface penetrating radar investigations, thermography investigations, pits in the roof,982

and the extraction of a core to reveal the inner composition of a buttress [96, 101]. Several investigations983

have also been carried out to better characterise the actual loading and boundary conditions in-situ. This984

includes ambient vibration tests used mainly to validate numerical models [28, 96], soil investigations using985

geophysical techniques, and in-situ determination of work stresses using the hole drilling technique [96].986

With respect to material properties, microscopy and diffractometry analyses performed on samples of con-987

stituents allowed the identification of different masonry types corresponding to different construction stages988

[96]. However, with respect to mechanical parameters, the determination of the average material strength989

has proved to be very difficult due to the risks associated with possible in-situ tests, as well as the inability990

of extracting large enough specimens [96]. Nevertheless, information about the global stiffness could be991

obtained by calibrating models with dynamic tests performed in-situ [96].992

993

Although the aforementioned diagnosis activities have been carried out at different points in time, two994

“knowledge states” have been defined for the purpose of risk assessment to best demonstrate the application995

of the proposed methodology and to facilitate the interpretation of results:996

1. Initial state: This state is meant to be representative of the level of knowledge that will typically be997

available for the risk assessment performed when completing the standardised initial expert appraisal998

(SIEA). As such, it is assumed that information is only available from historical information and from999
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initial geometry and damage surveys. With respect to geometry, it is assumed that only information1000

from the historical construction master plan drawings are available in this state.1001

2. Final state: This state is meant to be representative of the current level of knowledge on the structural1002

condition. As such, all the information sources are considered and the final index values depend on1003

SIEA questions as well as on relevant optional questions related to the aforementioned diagnosis1004

activities.1005

All ratings used to compute the initial and final index values are provided alongside the corresponding1006

question in the appendices. Answers from the SIEA used to compute the initial index values can be found1007

in Appendix A, whereas all answers or updates used to compute the final index values are shown in the1008

subsequent appendices. A level of knowledge (LoK) concavity setting of 2 (see Section 4) was used for1009

computing the LoK indices. The scores of all sub-indicators related to a particular index are always shown1010

using a custom radial diagram such as the ones shown in Fig. 12. In such diagrams, each sector refers to a1011

sub-indicator used to compute the final index value. The central angle of each sector represents its weight1012

in the index, whereas its individual radius shows its score.1013

1014

The initial and final values of the LoK index for Mallorca cathedral are shown in Fig. 12 together with the1015

LoK scores for each diagnosis activity group. The custom diagrams shown in Fig. 12 are clearly an effective1016

means of transmitting meaningful information on the general level of knowledge used as a basis for risk1017

assessment. In this case, a clear message that can be conveyed through the interpretation of the diagrams is1018

that the current level of knowledge is high for most important aspects of safety evaluation, but that accurate1019

estimation of relevant material properties remains a challenge. In addition, the clear increase in the index1020

value from the initial state can clearly be appreciated, showing how all the diagnosis activities carried out1021

over the years have contributed to a shift from a low level of knowledge on the structural condition to a high1022

one.1023

Figure 12: Initial (a) and final (b) values of the level of knowledge (LoK) index for Mallorca cathedral. The LoK scores for
each diagnosis activity group are also shown.

With respect to damage vulnerability, preliminary assessments based solely on visual inspections and1024

historical information could definitely lead to the conclusion that there are possible risks of experiencing1025

damage caused by progressive collapse mechanisms. This is mainly due to the significant deformations of1026

the piers and the presence of cracks at the base of columns. However, most structural analysis techniques1027

applied to investigate the safety of the representative bay structure have revealed that significant further1028

damage of critical sections linked to slow deterioration mechanisms is not likely to occur, at least not in the1029

very near future [98, 99, 101]. In addition, NDT has revealed the solid nature and high material quality of1030

the inner core of piers [96]. With respect to the vulnerability to earthquakes, some studies show possible1031

signs of weakness in the longitudinal direction. While it remains true that investigations of seismic capacity1032

indicate a very safe condition, particularly in the transverse direction [98], results from detailed dynamic1033

FEM do indicate that the capacity is lower in the longitudinal direction [28, 101]. Moreover, during a far1034

epicentre earthquake in 2005, records from the earliest dynamic monitoring system installed in the cathe-1035

dral revealed that the building experienced a certain excitation of its fundamental vibration mode with the1036
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largest acceleration amplitudes occurring in the longitudinal direction [95]. It should also be noted that1037

studies attempting to better understand the seismic capacity of the cathedral using limit analysis show that1038

the most likely collapse mechanisms are linked to an outward rotation of the main façade [48, 101]. To add1039

to this fact, recent analysis of static monitoring data indicate that there is possibly an underlying evolution-1040

ary trend related to the outward rotation of part of the façade [35]. As such, it can be said that although1041

there are no clear signs of a definite vulnerability to the probable seismic loads that can be expected in1042

the region, the combination of aforementioned observations certainly suggest some specific, albeit localised,1043

vulnerabilities.1044

1045

Even if only individual ratings related to specific activities have been provided, most of the general1046

conclusions described in the previous paragraph can clearly be appreciated by examining the differences1047

between the initial and final damage vulnerability (DV) index diagrams shown in Fig. 13. Specifically,1048

there has been a significant decrease in the estimated vulnerability to slowly evolving progressive collapse1049

mechanisms and a very slight increase in the estimated vulnerability to earthquakes.1050

Figure 13: Initial (a) and final (b) values of the damage vulnerability (DV) index for Mallorca cathedral. The scores for the
first level of vulnerability components are also shown.

The initial and final damage risk (DR) index values for Mallorca cathedral are shown in Fig. 14. Despite1051

the significant decrease in estimated vulnerability, it is clear that the score linked to the exposure component1052

of the DR index adequately fulfils the function of maintaining a more moderate risk level due to the potential1053

loss and the high cultural value associated to this structure.1054

Figure 14: Initial (a) and final (b) values of the damage risk (DR) index for Mallorca cathedral. The scores for the first level
of risk components are also shown.
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The changes in the dynamic list of best activities (see Section 6) from the initial state to the final one1055

are shown in Table 6.1056

Table 6: Initial and current list of best diagnosis activities to perform in Mallorca cathedral according to the possible contri-
bution of the activity to the level of knowledge (LoK) index.

Initial list of best activities after SIEA Current list of best activities

Diagnostic activity
Possible

contribution to
LoK index

Diagnostic activity
Possible

contribution to
LoK index

Numerical modelling 15.5% Static SHM 19.0%
Graphic statics & Limit analysis 13.4% Flatjack in-situ stress tests 9.0%

Static SHM 13.4% Dynamic SHM 8.6%
Dynamic SHM 9.9% Compressive strength - Masonry 8.5%

Ambient vibration tests 5.8% Shear capacity - Masonry 8.5%
Geotechnical surveys 5.8% Other specific in-situ tests 6.5%

Load report 5.6% Numerical modelling 4.6%
Sonic pulse velocity testing 3.0% Compressive strength - Constituents 4.2%
Surface penetrating radar 3.0% Elastic modulus - Constituents 4.2%
Flatjack in-situ stress tests 2.9% Graphic statics & Limit analysis 4.1%
Other specific in-situ tests 2.9% Pits/inspections 3.3%

Compressive strength - Masonry 2.7% Ambient vibration tests 2.7%
Shear capacity - Masonry 2.7% Geotechnical surveys 2.7%

More information on Geometry 1.9% Sonic pulse velocity testing 2.2%
More information on Damage 1.6% More information on Damage 1.8%

Pits/inspections 1.5% Surface penetrating radar 1.4%
Infrared thermography 1.5% Elastic modulus - Masonry 1.3%

Compressive strength - Constituents 1.4% More information on Geometry 0.9%
Elastic modulus - Constituents 1.4% Infrared thermography 0.7%

Elastic modulus - Masonry 1.4% Other material properties 0.6%
Other material properties 1.4% Load report 0.6%

Some of the most suitable activities suggested at the different stages are along the lines of what can be1057

expected. At the initial stage, versatile structural analysis tools able to evaluate diverse loading scenarios1058

can contribute significantly to the level of knowledge. Because a vast array of such methods have already1059

been applied comprehensively to the study of Mallorca cathedral, it can be deemed reasonable that SHM1060

has more potential at this stage to further improve the understanding of specific vulnerabilities. However,1061

it is very important to note that this list is not based on actual specific hypotheses that need to be investi-1062

gated by the activity. Such hypothesis and the uncertainty linked to their formulation need to be the most1063

important considerations before the final decision on any investigation is made. Feasibility and associated1064

costs are also very important considerations which cannot be ignored.1065

1066

The application of the risk assessment methodology to this case study demonstrates how its key outputs1067

can help form a good overview of the general risk situation by considering the combined effect of individual1068

insights drawn from different activities. It also ensures that most relevant criteria are taken into consideration1069

when defining the global risk of damage.1070

8. Application to other case studies1071

Besides the application to the very complex case of Mallorca cathedral, three additional case studies are1072

presented to demonstrate how the risk assessment methodology can function under varying conditions of1073

risk, complexity, and information availability.1074

1075

The specific ratings provided as answers to standard questions and eventually used to compute index1076

values are not provided for all case studies but can be found in [102]. Unlike the case of Mallorca cathedral,1077

no initial “knowledge states” were defined for these case studies and all index scores reflect the evaluation1078

based on the latest information available at the time of performing the risk assessment. A detailed breakdown1079

of the MCDM indices, in terms of the criteria scores in the first hierarchical levels and the weights among1080

them, are presented in Appendix G. The case studies are shown in Figure 15 along with their relative1081

locations with respect to the city of Barcelona and the cathedral of Mallorca.1082
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Figure 15: (a) Map showing location of case studies. (b) Sant Cugat monastery. (c) Tower from the remains of the castle of
Lloberola [103]. (d) Church of Santa Maria de Guimerà [104].

The first case study, the church of the monastery of Sant Cugat, is currently equipped with a static1083

SHM system which has been installed since 2017 [35]. It is a relatively complex structure since it consists1084

of different parts built over different periods, mostly from the mid-12th century to the 15th century. In1085

addition to the ongoing monitoring campaign, it has also been the subject of several other studies [105, 106].1086

This knowledge and information combined with on-site visual inspections form the basis used for the risk1087

assessment of this particular case study. The remaining case studies include a medieval tower from the1088

remains of Lloberola castle and the 14th century church of Santa Maria de Guimerà. The risk assessment for1089

these two structures were performed solely based on expert diagnosis reports of their structural condition1090

[103, 104].1091

1092

The resulting LoK and DR index values for all the case studies after risk assessment are summarised in1093

Table 7. The values of the first level components of the DR index are also shown.1094

Table 7: Final index values for the structures studied as part of this research.

Case study
LoK
index

DV
index

Hazard Exposure
DR

index
Curent state & recommendations

Mallorca
cathedral

3.52 2.16 1.57 4.00 2.47

Structure has adequate capacity to withstand most
foreseeable loads in the near and mid-term future.
However, further research is needed to better under-
stand if there is an active deterioration mechanism
linked to the outward rotation of part of the facade.

Sant Cugat
monastery

1.75 2.44 1.57 3.50 2.49

Structure has adequate capacity to withstand most
foreseeable loads in the near future. However, there
is definitely an active deterioration mechanism linked
to the outward rotation of the bell tower. Further
research needed to better understand true cause.

Torre
Lloberola

0.51 3.92 1.46 2.00 2.83
Structural intervention in 2017 addressed most urgent
needs. However, interventions definitely required to
ensure stability in the long-term.

Santa
Maria de
Guimerà

1.03 3.73 2.07 2.00 2.88
Some works of urgent character required. How-
ever, vulnerabilities behind this need are relatively lo-
calised.

A substantial amount of information is available for the case of the church of Sant Cugat monastery,1095
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including more than 3 years of static monitoring data. In general, it can be said that the structure is in good1096

condition and that there are no significant immediate threats to the global structural integrity. However,1097

as described in a recent paper [35], analysis of monitoring data has confirmed that there is currently an1098

active mechanism linked to the outward rotation of the bell tower. Although the estimated evolution rates1099

do not represent an alarming situation at present, it is undeniable that further study is required to better1100

understand the true cause and nature of this mechanism, and to design adequate interventions to limit1101

possible negative consequences it may have for structural integrity. In fact, several in-situ investigations are1102

already planned to be carried out on this structure, which should lead to an increased level of knowledge1103

for risk assessment.1104

1105

Of all the case studies considered, the tower from the remains of Lloberola castle definitely represents the1106

structure with the simplest geometrical arrangement. Given the simpler nature of the structure, it can be1107

said that initial investigations contribute more towards exhaustive knowledge when compared to the more1108

complex case studies presented in this section. As such, while the LoK concavity setting was set at 2 for all1109

the other case studies, it was set at 4 for this particular case in order to account for this effect (see Section1110

4.1). In this case, the main sources of available information were detailed analyses of historical sources and1111

of visible damages [103]. Although it is evident that this structure has suffered from severe deterioration, it1112

must be highlighted that the most urgent matters have been addressed by a recent intervention. Neverthe-1113

less, the measures implemented cannot be considered as being sufficient to ensure long-term safety. As such,1114

the vulnerability level can still be considered as being rather high, particularly considering the long run. It1115

should also be mentioned that since no visitors are currently able to visit the structure (to the best of the1116

author’s knowledge), the exposure level of this particular structure has been considered as being relatively1117

low compared to the other case studies (see Table 7).1118

1119

In addition to detailed analyses of historical sources and damages, results from graphic statics analysis of a1120

typical section of the main nave was also available for the case of the church of Santa Maria de Guimerà [104].1121

For this particular case, the particular location and situation of the structure prompted an investigation into1122

the landslide susceptibility in the area. This information is available with a resolution of 30 m for the entire1123

region of Catalonia thanks to the work presented in [107]. It is known that historic masonry churches can1124

suffer significant damages due to landslides, as evidenced in [108]. As shown in Figure 16, the susceptibility1125

to landslides turned out to be “Moderate” in the precise location of the church, with several adjoining grid1126

cells showing a “High” susceptibility. As a result, this case is the only one for which the specific vulnerability1127

of the structure to other catastrophic events (see Section 3.1.2) was explicitly included in the risk assessment1128

(see Appendix G). Nevertheless, it must be said that the surrounding urban landscape and the fact that a1129

retaining structure was recently reconstructed reduce the hazard of a landslide affecting the precise location1130

of the church.1131

Figure 16: Landslide susceptibility around the church of Santa Maria de Guimerà [107].

With respect to damage vulnerability, it must be said that the church of Santa Maria de Guimerà is1132
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generally in a poor state of conservation with certain specific matters requiring immediate attention. The1133

first action required involves adequate control of the lateral thrust imposed by the vaults and arches. This1134

involves the removal of a reinforced concrete cover which possibly exists above the vaults and waterproofing1135

of the roof along with adequate drainage design to prevent rainwater ingress. Another required intervention1136

that can be considered as urgent involves the stabilisation of a nearby external wall which is in a precarious1137

equilibrium state and clearly susceptible to collapse. Although it does not form part of the structure of the1138

church itself, debris from the collapse of this wall could cause significant damage to the church. In addition1139

to these urgent needs, several other interventions could be required to ensure long-term stability. Static1140

structural health monitoring of specific parameters could allow certain phenomena to be better ascertained1141

before making definitive decision on the most suitable interventions required.1142

1143

In general, it can be said that the index values provide adequate representations of the main conclusions1144

that can be drawn from the risk assessment of the case studies. The LoK indices adequately convey the1145

depth and sophistication of the analyses forming the basis of the risk assessment, and the vulnerability and1146

risk index values are in line with what can be expected based on the descriptions elaborated in previous1147

paragraphs. Nevertheless, it is important to recall that the main purpose of the indices is not to automate1148

decisions but rather to ensure that a thorough and rigorous thought process is behind recommendations, to1149

inform decision makers as concisely and clearly as possible, and to facilitate communication among relevant1150

stakeholders.1151

1152

That being said, in addition to the useful insights presented by the indices and their accompanying1153

custom radial diagrams, the automatically generated lists of best activities are also in-line with what can be1154

expected and can also provide additional useful insights. Of course, the choice of which action to perform1155

(if any) must ultimately be based on the specific needs of each structure and cannot be based only on the1156

proposed generalised index formulation. A notable observation that can be made is that static SHM is very1157

highly ranked in all the case studies. This stems mainly from the fact that it is a powerful and adaptable1158

tool that can provide useful information to better understand a wide range of structural phenomena. In fact,1159

static SHM turns out to be ranked at the top of the list of possible diagnosis activities for two of the four1160

cases presented in this article. In the case of the tower of Lloberola, it is surpassed by numerical modelling.1161

This is due to the simpler geometry of the structure, which means that the development of useful models1162

can be expected to be more straightforward. In the case of the church of the monastery of Sant Cugat,1163

static SHM is surpassed by several diagnosis activities. This is definitely due to the fact that a relatively1164

comprehensive system is already installed in the structure and has been providing useful and reliable data1165

since more than 3 years. It is interesting to see that most of the diagnosis activities that can now contribute1166

more to the LoK index score, such as numerical modelling and ambient vibration testing, are also activities1167

that can directly be used to better understand the phenomena related to the bell tower, which is the main1168

source of concern for this structure. Finally, it can be observed that the need for more information on1169

existing damage is recurrently found at the bottom of the list of best diagnosis activities as a consequence1170

of the availability of expert damage analyses for the cases studied.1171

9. Conclusions1172

This research has proposed a systematic methodology for the risk assessment of masonry heritage struc-1173

tures which relies on the computation of two key indices representing the estimated risk level and the level1174

of knowledge on which the estimation is based. Both indices have been developed using well-established1175

multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) procedures and have been specifically designed to improve the ob-1176

jectivity behind decisions on the preservation of unique masonry heritage structures. These indices should1177

be re-evaluated every time the risk assessment needs to be updated. Most of the information required for the1178

computation of the indices have to be supplied by the expert responsible for risk assessment in the form of1179

standard answers to standard questions. Furthermore, the risk assessment procedure and the assumptions1180

behind the computation of the indices are based on current best practices for the analysis, conservation, and1181

structural restoration of architectural heritage. As such, it is specifically designed so that a dynamic risk as-1182

sessment is performed, promoting the application of minimum interventions based on a strong scientific basis.1183

1184

Three main novelties are linked to the proposed risk assessment methodology. The first is that it pro-1185

poses decision-making tools in the form of standard indices able to consider information from a diverse set1186

of diagnosis activities including structural analysis, structural health monitoring (SHM), damage surveys,1187
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material characterisation tests, non-destructive testing (NDT), and specific in-situ tests. The second is1188

that it allows the expert responsible for risk assessment to tailor the hierarchical structures defining the1189

indices according to the unique characteristics of a heritage structure. This is achieved through a systematic1190

hierarchy re-structuring procedure based on rankings and ratings provided by the expert during an initial1191

standardised appraisal. This needs to be carried out after an performing an initial analysis of information on1192

damages, geometry, and history collected through inspections and an initial desk study. The third novelty1193

lies in the possibility of automatically updating the index values based on data collected using static SHM1194

systems. This is achieved by taking advantage of processed results from a previously developed automated1195

data analysis procedure [35].1196

1197

However, it is very important to highlight that the proposed procedure is not meant to automate deci-1198

sions, but rather to support decision makers and to inform them as clearly and usefully as possible. In fact,1199

for the final indices to provide meaningful insights, it is essential that answers to the standard questions are1200

provided by a professional with sufficient experience and knowledge on the structural diagnosis of masonry1201

heritage structures.1202

1203

It is envisaged that besides helping decision-making, standard outputs proposed as part of the procedure1204

have the potential to facilitate the communication of key aspects behind recommendations to non-technical1205

stakeholders. While it is clear that risk mitigation measures for masonry heritage structures need to be based1206

on solid scientific evidence and findings, it is often important for non-technical stakeholders to be involved in1207

the decision process. As such, indices which can easily be explained in terms of a decision grid can help com-1208

municate the most important technical points for decisions. The communication can be further enhanced1209

with standard outputs, such as radial diagrams showing the composition of index values or dynamic lists of1210

best activities based on their possible contribution to the level of knowledge indicator. In a similar fashion,1211

the proposed risk assessment procedure can be employed to streamline collaboration among experts with1212

different sub-fields of specialisation by providing them with a common framework to share insights on the1213

comprehensiveness of different investigations and on pertinent information for the evaluation of damage risk.1214

1215

The proposed risk assessment framework can also be seen as an initial step towards incorporating relevant1216

technical aspects related to structural damage into broader decision support systems for heritage. Such1217

integrated systems could eventually help in addressing the increasing need to consider criteria related to1218

sustainability, energy efficiency, and socio-economic impacts for decision-making on heritage.1219
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Appendix A. Standardised Initial Expert Appraisal (SIEA)

Appendix A.1. Initial evaluation of level of knowledge and damage risk

Table A.1: Questions to be answered during the first part of the SIEA. Answers are used to evaluate initial value of indicators
related to the level of knowledge and the damage risk. The column case study refers to the investigation made by the authors
on Mallorca cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Historical information and documentation (level of knowledge)

1
Please rate the quality and comprehensiveness of information available on the following
topics:

1A The construction process. (0 - 5) 4.5
1B Historical structural alterations. (0 - 5) 4
1C Past structural interventions. (0 - 5) 4.5
1D Past damage events (Fires, earthquakes, destructive events). (0 - 5) 4

Geometry & damage surveys (level of knowledge)

2
Please rate the quality and quantity of information available on the geometry of the struc-
ture.

(0 - 5) 2.5

3 Please rate the accuracy and comprehensiveness of information available for damage analysis. (0 - 5) 3

Initial material quality (level of knowledge and damage vulnerability)

4A
Please rate the level of accessibility to all the different materials of the structural system
during visual inspections?

(0 - 5) 2

4B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based on visual
inspections?

(1-5) 3

Exposure
5A Please rate the level of exposure in terms of the cultural value that the structure represents. (1-5) 4
5B Please rate the level of exposure in terms of usage and potential loss. (1-5) 4

Lack of maintenance (damage vulnerability)
6A How would you describe the state of maintenance of the structure? (1-5) 3
6B Please rate the suitability of the current maintenance plan to address visible pathologies. (1-5) 3

Need for urgent action (damage vulnerability)
7A Are there clear signs that urgent action is required to stabilise the structure? 0 or 1 0
7B How much of the structure is likely to be affected if no urgent action is taken (1-5) NA

Progressive collapse mechanisms (damage vulnerability)

8
Based on available historical information, damage inspections, and reasonable engineering
judgement, please rate the perceived susceptibility of the structure to experience significant
damage due to progressive collapse mechanisms.

(1-5) 3

Earthquakes (hazard and damage vulnerability)

9A
What is the peak ground acceleration with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years?
[m/s2]

≥ 0
m/s2

(1-5)

0.4
m/s2

(1.9)

9B
Based on the information available about past performance to historical earthquakes, as
well as the evidence on the structure in terms of damage, please rate how concerning is the
perceived vulnerability of the structure to earthquakes.

(1-5) 2.5

Other catastrophic events (hazard and damage vulnerability)

10A
Please rate the hazard of other catastrophic events in terms of their potential intensity and
frequency of occurrence?

(1-5) 1

10B
Based on available historical information, damage inspections, and reasonable engineering
judgement, please rate how concerning is the perceived vulnerability of the structure to
other potential catastrophic events.

(1-5) 1

Fire hazard

11
Please rate the fire hazard in terms of possible sources of ignition, available fuel and potential
for fire to spread.

(1-5) 2.5
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Table A.2: Description of the significance of the different values that can be attributed to each question in the first part of the
SIEA.

Question
ref.

Range description

Historical information and documentation (level of knowledge)
1A - 1D 0: No information; 1: Very Poor; 2: Poor; 3: Fair; 4: Good; 5: Excellent

Initial geometry & damage surveys (level of knowledge)

2

0: No geometrical information; 1: Limited, possibly unreliable, idea of general dimensions;
2: Measurements of some key dimensions, no verification of inclinations; 3: Measurements of most key

dimensions, some inclination verifications; 4: Comprehensive set of measurements and/or drawings, some
investigations on dimensions of hidden elements; 5: Comprehensive reliable set of drawings, comprehensive

knowledge on dimensions of hidden elements

3

0: No visual inspection, no information on damage; 1: Many critical areas could not be inspected, no
damage summary; 2: Many critical areas could be inspected, some damage summary or mapping; 3: Most
critical areas could be inspected, good damage mapping; 4: All critical areas could be inspected, mapping

of most significant damages; 5: All areas could be inspected, comprehensive mapping of all significant
cracks and damages

Initial material quality (level of knowledge and damage vulnerability)

4A

0: No visual inspection carried out; 1: Very poor. Many critical areas are not accessible, structural
elements have complex multi-leaf morphologies, very heterogenous material.; 2: Poor. Many critical areas
are not accessible, structural elements have multi-leaf morphologies, heterogenous material; 3: Moderate.
Many critical areas are accessible, structural elements have multi-leaf morphologies, mostly homogeneous
material; 4: Good. Most critical areas are accessible, structural elements have single-leaf morphologies,

mostly homogeneous material; 5: Very good. All areas are accessible, simple single-leaf wall morphologies,
very homogenous material

4B
1: Very poor quality, large variability. Material clearly vulnerable to more damage; 2: Poor quality ;

3: Moderate quality; 4: High quality; 5: Very high quality, very uniform material

Exposure

5A
1-2: Listed in regional or provincial heritage registers; 2-4: Listed in national heritage register; 5:UNESCO

World Heritage site

5B

1: Very low number of vistors and very low potential value of loss; 2: Low number of vistors and low
potential value of loss; 3: Moderate number of visitors and moderate potential value of loss; 4: High

number of vistors and high potential value of loss; 5: Very high number of visitors and very high potential
value of loss

Lack of maintenance (damage vulnerability)
6A 1: Poor; 2: Fair; 3: Good; 4: Very good; 5: Excellent

6B
1: Minimal maintenance; 2: Irregular and unorganised maintenance plan; 3: Maintenance plan addresses
only some pathologies; 4: Maintenance plan appropriate for most visible pathologies; 5: Comprehensive

and detailed tailored maintenance plan

Need for urgent action (damage vulnerability)
7A 0: No; 1: Yes

7B
1: A tiny fraction; 2: A small fraction; 3: A moderate fraction; 4: A substantial fraction; 5: All or most of

the structure

Progressive collapse mechanisms (damage vulnerability)

8
1: Very low (good condition, minimal damages); 2: Low; 3: Medium; 4: High; 5: Very high (major

damages implying stability problems)

Earthquakes (hazard and damage vulnerability)
9A Specific value function
9B 1: Very low; 2: Low; 3: Moderate; 4: High; 5: Very high

Other catastrophic events (hazard and damage vulnerability)

10A

1: Possibly some low intensity events which can rarely occur; 2: Some low intensity events occurring
occasionally; 3: Frequent occurrence of low or medium intensity events or possible rare occurrence of high

intensity event; 4: High probability of occurrence of high intensity event; 5: Very high probability of
occurrence of high intensity events

10B 1: Very low; 2: Low; 3: Medium; 4: High; 5: Very high

Fire hazard
11 1: Very low hazard; 2: Low hazard; 3: Moderate hazard; 4: High hazard; 5: Very high hazard
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Appendix A.2. Evaluation of which activities can best inform the assessment of damage vulnerability

Table A.3: Ratings given in the second part of the SIEA. They are used to assign weights to the contribution of different
diagnosis activities to the level of knowledge indicator. The column case study refers to the investigation made by the authors
on Mallorca cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Ranking the importance of vulnerability to specific hazards for global vulnerability assessment
12A Should earthquakes be included in the vulnerability assessment? 0 or 1 1
12B Should other catastrophic events be included in the vulnerability assessment? 0 or 1 0

12C
Please rank the following possible 3 aims of structural analysis according to their
importance for global damage vulnerability characterisation:

12C(i)
Structural analysis aimed at better understanding vulnerability to progressive collapse
mechanisms

1,2 or 3 1

12C(ii) Structural analysis aimed at better understanding vulnerability to earthquakes 1,2 or 3 2

12C(iii)
Structural analysis aimed at better understanding vulnerability to other identified
catastrophic events

1,2 or 3 NA

Structural analysis and structural health monitoring - Progressive collapse mechanisms

13
Please rate to what extent information from the following diagnosis activities can help
assess the structure’s vulnerability to progressive collapse mechanisms.

13A Load report 0,1 or 2 1
13B Graphic statics & Limit analysis 0,1 or 2 2
13C Numerical modelling (including FEM, DEM, AEM) 0,1 or 2 2
13D Dynamic SHM 0,1 or 2 1
13E Static SHM 0,1 or 2 2

Structural analysis and structural health monitoring - Earthquakes

14
Please rate to what extent information from the following diagnosis activities can help
assess the structure’s vulnerability to earthquakes

14A Graphic statics & Limit analysis 0,1 or 2 1
14B Numerical modelling (including FEM, DEM, AEM) 0,1 or 2 2
14C Dynamic SHM 0,1 or 2 2
14D Static SHM 0,1 or 2 1

Structural analysis and structural health monitoring - Other catastrophic events

15
Please rate to what extent information from the following diagnosis activities can help
assess the structure’s vulnerability to other catastrophic events

15A Graphic statics & Limit analysis 0,1 or 2 NA
15B Numerical modelling (including FEM, DEM, AEM) 0,1 or 2 NA
15C Dynamic SHM 0,1 or 2 NA
15D Static SHM 0,1 or 2 NA
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Table A.4: Ratings given in the second part of the SIEA. They are used to assign weights to the contribution of different
diagnosis activities to the level of knowledge indicator. The column case study refers to the investigation made by the authors
on Mallorca cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Material properties

16
Please rate to what extent information from the following activities can help assess
the structure’s damage vulnerability

16A Experimental characterisation of compressive strengths of constituents 0,1 or 2 1
16B Experimental characterisation of compressive strength of masonry 0,1 or 2 2
16C Experimental characterisation of shear load-bearing capacity of masonry 0,1 or 2 2
16D Experimental characterisation of elastic moduli of constituents 0,1 or 2 1
16E Experimental characterisation of elastic modulus of masonry 0,1 or 2 1

16F
Experimental characterisation of chemical composition and/or other specific material
properties

0,1 or 2 1

Additional geometry and damage mapping activities

17
Please rate to what extent the following activities can help improve the level of knowl-
edge on the existing geometry and damage

17A Topographic surveys (including laser scanning, photogrammetry, or equivalent) 0,1 or 2 2
17B Borescopic inspections and/or excavation pits 0,1 or 2 0
17C Impact-echo testing 0,1 or 2 0
17D More accurate or extensive survey of damages 0,1 or 2 2

Additional diagnostic activities for assessment of material quality (MDT/NDT)

18
Please rate to what extent the following activities can help to assess the material
quality

18A Borescopic inspections and/or excavation pits 0,1 or 2 1
18B Sonic pulse velocity testing (including tomography) 0,1 or 2 2
18C Ultrasonic pulse velocity testing 0,1 or 2 0
18D Surface penetrating radar testing 0,1 or 2 2
18E Infrared thermography 0,1 or 2 1
18F Rebound hammer 0,1 or 2 0
18G Other specific tests for evaluating material quality and condition 0,1 or 2 0

In situ evaluation of actual loading and boundary conditions

19
Please rate to what extent information from the following activities can help assess
the structure’s damage vulnerability

19A Flatjack in-situ tests of stress levels 0,1 or 2 1
19B Ambient vibration tests 0,1 or 2 2
19C Geotechnical surveys 0,1 or 2 2
19D Other specific tests 0,1 or 2 1

Table A.5: Explanation of possible ratings.

Question ref. Range description

Ranking the importance of vulnerability to specific hazards for global vulnerability assessment

12A, 12B

1: The vulnerability to earthquakes (or other catastrophic events) is explicitly considered
in the assessment. Ratings will have to be given on the possible contribution of different
structural analysis and monitoring tools to the level of knowledge on this vulnerability;

0: Earthquakes (or other catastrophic events) are not considered in the vulnerability
assessment. The hazard of earthquakes and other catastrophic events is still included in

the risk assessment. No ratings will have to be given on the possible contribution of
different structural analysis and monitoring tools to the level of knowledge on the

vulnerability to earthquakes (or other catastrophic events).

12C(i) - 12C(iii)
1: Most important aim for global damage vulnerability characterisation.

2: Second most important aim for global damage vulnerability characterisation.
3: Least important aim for global damage vulnerability characterisation.

Structural analysis, structural health monitoring and additional diagnosis activities
13A - 13E, 14A - 14D,
15A -15D, 16A -16F,
17A -17D, 18A -18G,

19A -19D

0: Irrelevant / Not considered in risk analysis; 1: Can complement; 2: Can contribute
significantly / Essential
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Appendix B. Specific questions after structural analysis and structural health monitoring

Table B.1: Questions that need to be answered to update indicators of level of knowledge and damage vulnerability after
structural analysis or structural health monitoring has been carried out. The column case study refers to the investigation
made by the authors on Mallorca cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Load report
20A How much of the loads needed for a comprehensive evaluation were calculated? (0 - 5) 4.75
20B Are there areas with concerning high loading levels? (1 - 5) 3

Graphic statics and limit analysis
21A,

25A*,29A†
What proportion of identified cases of interest were evaluated? (0 - 5) 4.5, 3.5*

21B,
25B*,29B†

Are there potential cases with a precarious equilibrium? (1 - 5) 2, 3*

Numerical modelling (including FEM, DEM, AEM)
22A,

26A*,30A†
What proportion of identified loading scenarios of interest were investigated? (0 - 5) 4.5, 4*

22B,
26B*,30B†

Do the simulations reveal that parts of the structure could be vulnerable to foreseable
loading conditions?

(1 - 5) 2, 2.5*

Dynamic structural health monitoring
23A,

27A*,31A†
What proportion of dynamic parameters of interest have been monitored? (0 - 5) 3, 4*

23B,
27B*,31B†

Is the monitoring duration suitable to observe the phenomena of interest? (0 - 5) 3, 3*

23C,
27C*,31C†

Are there signs that parts of the structure could be vulnerable to foreseable loading
conditions?

(1 - 5) 3, 3*

Static structural health monitoring
24A,

28A*,32A†
What proportion of parameters of interest have been monitored? (0 - 5) 3, 1*

24B,
28B*,32B†

How many years of monitoring data are available to date?
≥ 0 years

(0 - 5)
3.5 yrs
(2.0)

24C,
28C*,32C†

What percentage of sensors are classified as evolutionary?
≥ 0% (1

- 5)
8% (2.14)

24D,
28D*,32D†

What is the yearly average growth rate of all monitored crack widths classified as
apparently evolutionary or evolutionary? [mm]

≥ 0 mm
(0 - 5)

0.034 mm
(2.76)

24E,
28E*,32E†

What is the yearly average growth rate of all monitored distances classified as appar-
ently evolutionary or evolutionary? [mm]

≥ 0 mm
(0 - 5)

0.073 mm
(1.74)

24F,
28F*,32F†

What is the yearly average growth rate of all monitored inclinations classified as
apparently evolutionary or evolutionary? [o]

≥ 0 o (0 -
5)

0.019 o

(2.5)

* Structural analysis aimed at better understanding vulnerability to earthquakes.
† Structural analysis aimed at better understanding vulnerability to other catastrophic events.
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Table B.2: Description of the significance of the different values that can be attributed to each specific question related to
structural analysis or structural health monitoring.

Question
ref.

Range description

Load report

20A
0: No load report; 1: A minuscule fraction; 2: A tiny fraction; 3: A small fraction; 4: A substantial

fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant loads

20B
1: None; 2: A few potential areas; 3: Several potential areas / Definitely in at least one area;

4: Definitely in some areas; 5: Definitely in several areas

Graphic statics and limit analysis
21A,

25A*,29A†
0: No limit analysis; 1: A minuscule fraction; 2: A tiny fraction; 3: A small fraction; 4: A substantial

fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant cases
21B,

25B*,29B†
1: None; 2: A few potential cases; 3: Several potential cases / At least one definitive case; 4: Some

definitive cases; 5: Several definitive cases

Numerical modelling (including FEM, DEM, AEM)
22A,

26A*,30A†
0: No numerical models; 1: a minuscule fraction; 2: a tiny fraction; 3: a small fraction; 4: a substantial

fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant scenarios
22B,

26B*,30B†
1: None; 2: A few potential cases; 3: Several potential cases / At least one definitive case; 4: Some

definitive cases; 5: Several definitive cases

Dynamic structural health monitoring
23A,

27A*,31A†
0: No dynamic SHM; 1: a minuscule fraction; 2: a tiny fraction; 3: a small fraction; 4: a substantial

fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant parameters
23B,

27B*,31B†
0: No dynamic SHM; 1: Absolutely not; 2: With a great deal of uncertainty; 3: With moderate

uncertainty; 4: With little uncertainty; 5: With minimal uncertainty
23C,

27C*,31C†
1: None; 2: A few potential indications; 3: Several potential indications / At least one definitive

indication; 4: Some definitive indications; 5: Several definitive indications

Static structural health monitoring
24A,

28A*,32A†
0: No static SHM; 1: a minuscule fraction; 2: a tiny fraction; 3: a small fraction; 4: a substantial

fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant parameters
24B,

28B*,32B†
Specific value function

24A,
28C*,32C†

Specific value function

24D,
28D*,32D†

Specific value function

24E,
28E*,32E†

Specific value function

24F,
28F*,32F†

Specific value function

* Structural analysis aimed at better understanding vulnerability to earthquakes.
† Structural analysis aimed at better understanding vulnerability to other catastrophic events.
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Appendix C. Specific questions after evaluation of material properties

Table C.1: Questions that need to be answered to update indicators of level of knowledge and damage vulnerability after
experimental evaluation of material properties. The column case study refers to the investigation made by the authors on
Mallorca cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Experimental characterisation of compressive strengths of constituents
33A How would you rate the overall confidence level of the estimated compressive strengths? (0 - 5) 0

33B
What proportion of the areas of interest have been covered by the current and previous
investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

33C Are there potential estimates indicating worryingly low strengths? (1 - 5) NA

Experimental characterisation of compressive strength of masonry
34A How would you rate the overall confidence level of the estimated compressive strengths? (0 - 5) 0

34B
What proportion of the areas of interest have been covered by the current and previous
investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

34C Are there potential estimates indicating worryingly low strengths? (1 - 5) NA

Experimental characterisation of shear load-bearing capacity of masonry
35A How would you rate the overall confidence level of the estimated capacity? (0 - 5) 0

35B
What proportion of the areas of interest have been covered by the current and previous
investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

35C Are there potential estimates indicating worryingly low strengths? (1 - 5) NA

Experimental characterisation of elastic moduli of constituents
36A How would you rate the overall confidence level of the estimated moduli? (0 - 5) 0

36B
What proportion of the areas of interest have been covered by the current and previous
investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

36C Are there potential stiffness estimates indicating material degradation? (1 - 5) NA

Experimental characterisation of elastic modulus of masonry
37A How would you rate the overall confidence level of the estimated moduli? (0 - 5) 2

37B
What proportion of the areas of interest have been covered by the current and previous
investigations?

(0 - 5) 4

37C Are there potential stiffness estimates indicating material degradation? (1 - 5) 2

Experimental characterisation of composition and/or other specific properties
38A How would you rate the overall confidence level of the estimated properties? (0 - 5) 4

38B
What proportion of the areas of interest have been covered by the current and previous
investigations?

(0 - 5) 4

38C
Do some of the estimated properties suggest an increased vulnerability of the material to
degradation or damage?

(1 - 5) 1

Table C.2: Description of the significance of the different values that can be attributed to each specific question related to
experimental evaluation of material properties.

Question ref. Range description

33A, 34A, 35A,
36A, 37A, 38A

0: No tests; 1: Not confident at all; 2: Slightly confident; 3: Somewhat confident; 4: Fairly
confident; 5: Completely confident

33B, 34B, 35B,
36B, 37B, 38B

0: No tests; 1: a minuscule fraction; 2: a tiny fraction; 3: a small fraction; 4: a substantial
fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant areas

33B, 34C, 35C,
36C, 37C, 38C

1: None; 2: A few potential ones; 3: Several potential ones / Definitely at least one;
4: Definitely some; 5: Definitely several
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Appendix D. Specific questions after additional geometry and damage surveys

Table D.1: Questions that need to be answered to update indicators of level of knowledge and damage vulnerability after
additional geometry and damage surveys. The column case study refers to the investigation made by the authors on Mallorca
cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Topographic surveys

39
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current and
previous topographic surveys?

(0 - 5) 4.5

2 Please update the global rating of the level of knowledge on the geometry of the structure (0 - 5) 4.5

Borescope inspections and/or excavation pits

40
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current and
previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

2 Please update the global rating of the level of knowledge on the geometry of the structure (0 - 5) NA

Impact-echo testing

41
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current and
previous impact-echo tests?

(0 - 5) 0

2 Please update the global rating of the level of knowledge on the geometry of the structure (0 - 5) NA

More accurate or extensive survey of damages

42
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current and
previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 4

3 Please update the global rating of the level of knowledge on existing damages (0 - 5) 4

Option to update initial damage vulnerability assessment

8
Based on available historical information, damage inspections, and reasonable engineer-
ing judgement, please rate the perceived susceptibility of the structure to experience
significant damage due to progressive collapse mechanisms.

(1 - 5) -

9B
Based on the information available about past performance to historical earthquakes, as
well as the evidence on the structure in terms of damage, please rate how concerning is
the perceived vulnerability of the structure to earthquakes.

(1 - 5) -

10B
Based on available historical information, damage inspections, and reasonable engineering
judgement, please rate how concerning is the perceived vulnerability of the structure to
other potential catastrophic events.

(1 - 5) -

Table D.2: Description of the significance of the different values that can be attributed to each specific question related to
additional geometry and damage surveys.

Question ref. Range description

39, 40, 41, 42
0: No additional surveys, inspections or tests; 1: A minuscule fraction; 2: A tiny fraction; 3: A small

fraction; 4: A substantial fraction; 5: All of the relevant areas

2, 3, 8, 9B,
10B

See Table A.2
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Appendix E. Specific questions after additional diagnosis activities for the assessment of ma-
terial quality

Table E.1: Questions that need to be answered to update indicators of level of knowledge and damage vulnerability after
carrying out activities involving the assessment of material quality. The column case study refers to the investigation made by
the authors on Mallorca cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Borescope inspections and/or excavation pits

43A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 1

43B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based
on the investigations?

(1 - 5) 3

Sonic pulse velocity testing (including tomography)

44A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 3.5

44B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based
on the outcome of the pulse velocity tests?

(1 - 5) 4

Ultrasonic pulse velocity testing

45A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

45B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based
on the outcome of the pulse velocity tests?

(1 - 5) NA

Surface penetrating radar testing

46A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 4

46B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based
on the outcome of the radar tests?

(1 - 5) 4

Infrared thermography

47A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 4

47B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based
on the outcome of the thermography tests?

(1 - 5) 3

Rebound hammer

48A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

48B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based
on the outcome of the rebound tests?

(1 - 5) NA

Other specific tests for evaluating material quality and condition

49A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

49B
How would you rate the overall integrity and quality of the masonry material based
on the outcome of the tests?

(1 - 5) NA

Table E.2: Description of the significance of the different values that can be attributed to each specific question related to the
assessment of material quality.

Question ref. Range description

43A, 44A, 45A,
46A, 47A, 48A,

49A

0: No tests; 1: A minuscule fraction; 2: A tiny fraction; 3: A small fraction; 4: A
substantial fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant areas

43B, 44B, 45B,
46B, 47B, 48B,

49B

1: Very poor quality, large variability; 2: Poor quality ; 3: Moderate quality; 4: High
quality; 5: Very high quality, very uniform material
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Appendix F. Specific questions after in situ tests of actual loading and boundary conditions

Table F.1: Questions that need to be answered to update indicators of level of knowledge and damage vulnerability after
carrying out in situ tests of actual loading and boundary conditions. The column case study refers to the investigation made
by the authors on Mallorca cathedral.

Question
ref.

Question
Answer
range

Case
study

Flatjack in-situ tests of stress levels

50A
What proportion of the possible areas of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 0

50B Are there many areas with concerning high stress levels? (1 - 5) NA

Ambient vibration tests

51A
What proportion of the dynamic parameters of interest have been covered by the
current and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 4

51B
Are there signs that parts of the structure could be vulnerable to foreseeable loading
conditions?

(1 - 5) 2

Geotechnical surveys

52A
What proportion of investigations required for a comprehensive characterisation of
the soil-structure interaction effects have been carried out?

(0 - 5) 4

52B
Are there signs of possible active mechanisms or specific vulnerabilities related to
soil-structure interaction or to site effects?

(1 - 5) 1.5

Other specific tests

53A
What proportion of identified parameters of interest have been covered by the current
and previous investigations?

(0 - 5) 1

53B
Are there signs that parts of the structure could be vulnerable to foreseeable loading
conditions?

(1 - 5) 2

Table F.2: Description of the significance of the different values that can be attributed to each specific question related to in
situ tests of actual loading and boundary conditions.

Question ref. Range description

50A, 51A,
52A, 53A

0: No tests; 1: A minuscule fraction; 2: A tiny fraction; 3: A small fraction; 4: A substantial
fraction; 5: All or most of the relevant areas

50B, 51B,
52B, 53B

1: None; 2: A few potential indications; 3: Several potential indications / At least one definitive
indication; 4: Some definitive indications; 5: Several definitive indications
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Appendix G. Detailed application to case studies

Table G.3: Detailed calculation of the Level of Knowledge index for case studies. Scores shown have already been transformed
through application of the appropriate value functions.

Question
ref.

Criteria considered in
Level of Knowledge index

Mallorca
cathedral

Sant Cugat
monastery

Lloberola
tower

Santa Maria de
Guimerà church

Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score

1A Construction process 1% 4.63 1% 4.63 1% 4.44 1% 4.63
1B Previous structural alterations 1% 4.24 1% 4.63 1% 4.44 1% 4.63
1C Past structural interventions 1% 4.63 1% 4.24 1% 3.79 1% 4.24
1D Past damage events 1% 4.24 1% 4.24 1% 4.13 1% 3.41
Historical information and documentation 4% 4.44 4% 4.44 4% 4.20 4% 4.23

2 Overall quality of information on geometry 3% 4.24 3% 3.84 3% 4.44 3% 4.24
3 Overall quality of information on damage 3% 4.63 3% 3.84 3% 4.73 3% 3.41

39, 40, 41,
42

Additional activities (topographic surveys,
borescope inspections, excavation pits, im-
pact echo testing, more damage surveys)

1% 4.44 1% 1.71 1% 0.00 1% 0.00

Geometry and damage surveys 7% 4.44 7% 3.54 7% 3.94 7% 3.29

20A, 21A,
22A, 23A,
23B, 24A,

24B

Structural analysis and SHM for under-
standing vulnerability to progressive col-
lapse mechanisms
(load reports, limit analysis, numerical
modelling, dynamic and static SHM)

41.2% 4.06 41.2% 2.33 41.2% 0.00 38.0% 1.52

25A, 26A,
27A, 27B,
28A, 24B

Structural analysis and SHM for under-
standing vulnerability to earthquakes
(limit analysis, numerical modelling, dy-
namic and static SHM)

11.8% 3.65 11.8% 1.04 11.8% 0.00 4.1% 0.00

29A, 30A,
31A, 31B,
32A, 24B

Structural analysis and SHM for under-
standing vulnerability to other catas-
trophic events
(limit analysis, numerical modelling, dy-
namic and static SHM)

0.0% 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0.0% 0.00 10.9% 0.00

Structural analysis and SHM 53% 3.97 53% 2.04 53% 0.00 53% 1.09

33A, 33B Compressive strength - constituents 1.25% 0.00 1.25% 0.00 1.25% 0.00 1.4% 0.00
34A, 34B Compressive strength - masonry 2.50% 0.00 2.50% 0.00 2.50% 0.00 2.9% 0.00
35A, 35B Shear capacity- masonry 2.50% 0.00 2.50% 0.00 2.50% 0.00 2.9% 0.00
36A, 36B Elastic modulus - constituents 1.25% 0.00 1.25% 0.00 1.25% 0.00 0.0% 0.00
37A, 37B Elastic modulus - masonry 1.25% 3.41 1.25% 0.00 1.25% 0.00 1.4% 0.00
38A, 38B Other specific material properties 1.25% 4.24 1.25% 3.41 1.25% 0.00 1.4% 0.00

Material properties 10% 0.96 10% 0.43 10% 0.00 10% 0.00

4A Material quality from visual inspections 1.70% 2.49 1.70% 2.49 1.70% 4.13 1.70% 2.96

43A
Material quality from borescope inspec-
tions

1.38% 1.42 1.66% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 5.53% 0.00

44A Sonic pulse velocity testing 2.77% 3.84 3.32% 0.00 5.53% 0.00 2.77% 0.00
45A Ultrasonic pulse velocity testing 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00
46A Surface penetrating radar 2.77% 4.24 1.66% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00
47A Infrared thermography 1.38% 4.24 1.66% 0.00 2.77% 0.00 0.00% 0.00
48A Rebound hammer 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00
49A Other NDT/MDT of material quality 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00

Material quality 10% 3.44 10% 0.42 10% 0.70 10% 0.50

50A Flatjack in/situ tests of stress levels 2.7% 0.00 2.7% 0.00 0.0% 0.00 4% 0.00
51A Ambient vibration tests 5.3% 4.24 5.3% 0.00 5.3% 0.00 4% 0.00
52A Geotechnical surveys 5.3% 4.24 5.3% 2.96 10.7% 0.00 8% 0.00
53A Other specific tests 2.7% 1.42 2.7% 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0% 0.00
Actual loading and boundary conditions 16% 3.07 16% 0.99 16% 0.00 16% 0.00

Level of Knowledge index 3.52 1.75 0.51 1.03
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Table G.4: Detailed calculation of the Damage Vulnerability index for case studies. Scores shown have already been transformed
through application of the appropriate value functions.

Question
ref.

Criteria considered in
Damage Vulnerability index

Mallorca
cathedral

Sant Cugat
monastery

Lloberola
tower

Santa Maria de
Guimerà church

Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score

7 Need for urgent action 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 92.40% 3.78

6A, 6B Lack of maintenance 3% 1.36 3% 1.36 4% 1.74 0.33% 2.28

8, 20B, 21B,
22B, 23C,
24C, 24D,
24E, 24F

Vulnerability to progressive collapse mecha-
nisms

47% 2.43 47% 2.66 64% 4.00 4.48% 3.00

25B, 26B,
27C, 24C,
24D, 24E,

24F

Vulnerability to earthquakes 14% 2.60 14% 2.49 18% 4.50 0.49% 3.50

29B, 30B,
31C, 24C,
24D, 24E,

24F

Vulnerability to other catastrophic events 0% 1.00 0% 1.00 0% 2.50 1.28% 3.50

Vulnerability to specific hazards 61% 2.47 61% 2.62 82% 4.11 6.24% 3.14

33C Compressive strength - constituents 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
34C Compressive strength - masonry 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
35C Shear capacity- masonry 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
36C Elastic modulus - constituents 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
37C Elastic modulus - masonry 5% 2.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
38C Other specific material properties 5% 1.00 10% 1.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00

Material properties 10% 1.50 10% 1.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00

4B Material quality from visual inspections 2% 2.23 10% 2.23 14% 3.48 1.03% 3.48
43B Material quality - borescope inspections 1% 2.23 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
44B Sonic pulse velocity testing 3% 1.36 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
45B Ultrasonic pulse velocity testing 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
46B Surface penetrating radar 3% 1.36 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
47B Infrared thermography 1% 2.23 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
48B Rebound hammer 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
49B Other NDT/MDT of material quality 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00

Material quality 10% 1.75 10% 2.23 14% 3.48 1.03% 3.48

50B Flatjack in/situ tests of stress levels 0.0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
51B Ambient vibration tests 6.4% 2.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
52B Geotechnical surveys 6.4% 1.50 16% 3.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00
53B Other specific tests 3% 2.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00

Actual loading and boundary conditions 16% 1.80 16% 3.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00

Damage Vulnerability index 2.16 2.44 3.92 3.73

Table G.5: Detailed calculation of the Damage Risk index for case studies. Scores shown have already been transformed
through application of the appropriate value functions.

Question
ref.

Criteria considered in
Damage Risk index

Mallorca
cathedral

Sant Cugat
monastery

Lloberola
tower

Santa Maria de
Guimerà church

Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score

Damage Vulnerability 50% 2.16 50% 2.44 50% 3.92 50% 3.73

9A Seismic Hazard 10% 1.92 10% 1.92 10% 2.15 10% 1.92
10A Hazard of other catastrophic events 10% 1.00 10% 1.00 10% 1.00 10% 2.00
11 Fire Hazard 5% 2.00 5% 2.00 5% 1.00 5% 2.50

Hazard 25% 1.57 25% 1.57 25% 1.46 25% 2.07

5A Cultural value 12.5% 4.00 12.5% 3.50 12.5% 3.00 12.5% 2.00
5B Level of usage 12.5% 4.00 12.5% 3.50 12.5% 1.00 12.5% 2.00

Exposure 25% 4.00 25% 3.50 25% 2.00 25% 2.00

Damage Risk index 2.47 2.49 2.83 2.88
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